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“All that is gold does not glitter,

Not all those who wander are lost;

The old that is strong does not wither,

Deep roots are not reached by the frost.”
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ABSTRACT

The problem of handling user mobility has been around since mobile devices became

capable of handling multimedia content and is still one of the most relevant challenges

in networking. The conventional Internet architecture is inadequate in dealing with an

ever-growing number of mobile devices that are both consuming and producing content.

Named Data Networking (NDN) is a network architecture that can potentially overcome

this mobility challenge. It supports consumer mobility by design but fails to offer the

same level of support for content mobility. Content mobility requires guaranteeing that

consumers manage to find and retrieve desired content even when the corresponding pro-

ducer (or primary host) is not available. In this thesis, we propose PDRM, a Proactive and

locality-aware Data Replication Mechanism that increases content availability through

data redundancy in the context of the NDN architecture. It explores available resources

from end-users in the vicinity to improve content availability even in the case of producer

mobility. Throughout the thesis, we discuss the design of PDRM, evaluate the impact

of the number of available providers in the vicinity and in-network cache capacity on its

operation, and compare its performance to Vanilla NDN and two state-of-the-art propos-

als. The evaluation indicates that PDRM improves content mobility support due to using

object popularity information and spare resources in the vicinity to help the proactive

replication. Results show that PDRM can reduce the download times up to 53.55%, pro-

ducer load up to 71.6%, inter-domain traffic up to 46.5%, and generated overhead up to

25% compared to Vanilla NDN and other evaluated mechanisms.

Keywords: Named Data Networking. Content Mobility. Data Replication. Location

Awareness.



PDRM: Um Mecanismo Proativo de Replicação de Dados para Melhorar o Suporte

à Mobilidade de Conteúdo em NDN usando Consciência de Localização

RESUMO

O problema de lidar com a mobilidade dos usuários existe desde que os dispositivos mó-

veis se tornaram capazes de lidar com conteúdo multimídia e ainda é um dos desafios

mais relevantes na área de redes de computadores. A arquitetura de Internet convenci-

onal é inadequada em lidar com um número cada vez maior de dispositivos móveis que

estão tanto consumindo quanto produzindo conteúdo. Named Data Networking (NDN)

é uma arquitetura de rede que pode potencialmente superar este desafio de mobilidade.

Ela suporta a mobilidade do consumidor nativamente, mas não oferece o mesmo nível

de suporte para a mobilidade de conteúdo. A mobilidade de conteúdo exige garantir que

os consumidores consigam encontrar e recuperar o conteúdo desejado mesmo quando o

produtor correspondente (ou o hospedeiro principal) não estiver disponível. Nesta tese,

propomos o PDRM (Proactive Data Replication Mechanism), um mecanismo de repli-

cação de dados proativo e consciente de localização, que aumenta a disponibilidade de

conteúdo através da redundância de dados no contexto da arquitetura NDN. Ele explora

os recursos disponíveis dos usuários finais na vizinhança para melhorar a disponibilidade

de conteúdo, mesmo no caso da mobilidade do produtor.w Ao longo da tese, discutimos

o projeto do PDRM, avaliamos o impacto do número de provedores disponíveis na vizi-

nhança e a capacidade de cache na rede em sua operação e comparamos seu desempenho

com NDN padrão e duas propostas do estado-da-arte. A avaliação indica que o PDRM

melhora o suporte à mobilidade de conteúdo devido ao uso de informações de populari-

dade dos objetos e recursos extras na vizinhança para ajudar a replicação pró-ativa. Os

resultados mostram que o PDRM pode reduzir os tempos de download até 53,55%, o

carregamento do produtor até 71,6%, o tráfego entre domínios até 46,5% e a sobrecarga

gerada até 25% em comparação com NDN padrão e os demais mecanismos avaliados.

Palavras-chave: Named Data Networking, Mobilidade de Conteúdo, Replicação de Da-

dos, Consciência de Localização.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile traffic has been increasing year on year and represents a considerable share

of network traffic. At the end of 2016, there were 8 billion mobile devices that generated

7.2 exabytes of traffic per month (CISCO, 2017). These values represent an increase of

almost half a billion (429 million) devices and 63% of monthly traffic compared to the

previous year (CISCO, 2017). Even with this growing trend, today’s Internet architec-

ture fails to provide adequate user mobility support despite mechanisms such as Mobile

IPv4 (PERKINS, 2010) and Mobile IPv6 (JOHNSON; ARKKO; PERKINS, 2015). The

cause is a mismatch between the Internet architecture and the continually evolving user

demands.

Recently, new proposals have been discussed to change the Internet architecture

significantly. One of the most promising proposals to meet the user demands, including

support for user mobility, is the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) (AHLGREN et

al., 2012), a network paradigm that shifts from a host-centric approach (current Internet)

to a content-centric one. The most prominent network architecture proposal in the ICN

model is the Named Data Networking (NDN)1 (JACOBSON et al., 2009).

NDN is a network architecture proposed to address existing shortcomings of the

current Internet, including mobility. Inspired by the predominant user behavior (i.e., the

interest of users in content rather than sources or delivery mechanisms), NDN focuses on

content, instead of hosts, and builds the network architecture around it. The development

of NDN has gained considerable traction with support from industry (CAROFIGLIO,

2017; POLAKOS, 2016; ITU, 2017; NSF/INTEL, 2016) and its contribution to the work

of the IRTF ICN Research Group2. Overall, NDN has shown to be a promising solution

to handle the growing trend of content dissemination and mobility (CISCO, 2017) as well

as to be the core component of mobility support in the 5G research and development

(ANDREWS et al., 2014).

The NDN architecture is designed to help the producers to disseminate and keep

their content available. Three features stand out to support content mobility: content

in NDN is replicable across the network, in-network caching can increase the number of

content copies, and any device holding a content copy can satisfy incoming requests for it.

1The Content-Centric Networking (CCN) (MOSKO et al., 2015) is a similar network architecture
proposal that shares many principles with NDN. In this thesis, we discuss NDN, but the work could
be applied to CCN with minimal changes. For more information, refer to <http://www.ccnx.org/> or
<http://named-data.net/project/faq/#How_does_NDN_differ_from_Content-Centric_Networking_CCN>.

2<https://irtf.org/icnrg>

http://www.ccnx.org/
http://named-data.net/project/faq/##How_does_NDN_differ_from_Content-Centric_Networking_CCN
https://irtf.org/icnrg
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As a consequence, content can have additional providers besides the producer (or primary

host) for its dissemination.

On the one hand, the content-centric design allows the NDN architecture to pro-

vide native support for consumer mobility. The communication model employed is receiver-

driven and connectionless, which enables consumers to resume content retrieval after

moving by just resending their requests seamlessly. This support is simpler and more

efficient than Mobile IPv6 (JOHNSON; ARKKO; PERKINS, 2015). On the other, the

NDN design is not sufficient to address content mobility, offering only limited support

and requiring more complex network solutions to achieve this goal (TYSON et al., 2013;

KUTSCHER et al., 2016; ZHANG et al., 2016).

1.1 Hypothesis

The challenge of content mobility compared to consumer mobility is that objects

have to be kept available and reachable for consumers despite a possible movement or

unavailability of its providers (ANASTASIADES; BRAUN; SIRIS, 2014). With the pos-

sibility of multiple providers for the same content in NDN, content is available if there is

at least one content provider with a copy of it in the network. Thus, NDN ensures con-

tent mobility support when consumers can continue to retrieve some content despite the

unavailability of a fraction of its providers (producer included) due to movement. Given

the problem stated, the following question guides this thesis.

How to improve content mobility support in NDN using an approach that will not

only benefit from but also enhance NDN’s content-centric design principles?

1.2 Thesis Contributions

In this thesis, we investigate how to use proactive and location-aware data replica-

tion to improve the content mobility support in NDN. We identify the proactive content

replication as an underexplored approach for content mobility support in NDN and study

ways to implement it while benefiting the most from the NDN architecture. As a result, we

propose PDRM (Proactive Data Replication Mechanism), composed of two operations:

Vicinity Discovery and Content Push.

The goal of PDRM is to increase content availability through data redundancy with
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efficient use of network and end-user resources. PDRM is an optional service for mobile

producers to replicate content proactively. Unlike previous approaches, a mobile producer

using PDRM learns about its vicinity and uses this information to influence the replication

decisions. The learning step is the key feature that allows PDRM to optimize the content

replication process for high dissemination performance and low resource consumption.

The design of PDRM addresses the content mobility support as follows. The

proactive replication enables new object copies to be created and disseminated before

consumers request the content, which enhances the use of NDN features in a subsequent

content distribution. Being aware of the location context allows the content producer

to collect information about its objects (e.g., popularity) and other users in the vicinity.

This knowledge can be used to infer which objects are prone to become popular and if

end-users are willing to become temporary providers of such content. The extra storage in

end-users helps the network opportunistically to increase content availability and improve

its dissemination.

We evaluate PDRM performance and overhead under various aspects. For the

evaluation, we implement PDRM and state-of-the-art proposals in the ndnSIM (MAS-

TORAKIS et al., 2015). First, we measure the impact of the number of available providers

and in network cache capacity on the performance of PDRM. Then, we compare PDRM

to Vanilla NDN and state-of-the-art approaches, namely Data Spot (WOO et al., 2014)

and Data Depot (JACOBSON et al., 2012), in the face of producer unavailability periods.

Experiments indicate that, overall, PDRM improves content mobility support in

many scenarios, particularly those with limited cache capacity and low producer avail-

ability. The proactive data replication executed by PDRM increases content availability

and, consequently, reduces the consumer download time. PDRM outperforms Vanilla

NDN and the evaluated mechanisms, benefiting the network in a myriad of ways. PDRM

reduces all evaluated metrics, achieving improvement as high as the following: the down-

load times by 53.55%, producer load by 71.60%, inter-domain traffic by 46.50%, and

generated overhead by 25%. These benefits are more evident in the cases of low producer

availability than of high availability.

The main contributions of the thesis are summarized as follows.

1. A detailed investigation of proactive and location-aware data replication to support

content mobility in NDN.

2. The proposal of PDRM (Proactive Replication Data Mechanism), whose main dif-

ferential is learning about the vicinity to improve the content mobility support in
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NDN.

3. The evaluation of PDRM performance and overhead under different scenario con-

figurations and comparative to Vanilla NDN and two state-of-the-art proposals (Data

Depot and Data Spot).

1.3 Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the background context of this thesis. First, we define the content

mobility challenge and the approaches to address it. Then, we describe the NDN

architecture regarding network elements, communication model, and user mobility

support.

Chapter 3 discusses the state-of-the-art proposals in NDN content mobility that focus

on improving content availability through data redundancy.

Chapter 4 describes PDRM. First, we present an overview of PDRM. Then, we detail

the design and implementation of the two main operations: Vicinity Discovery and

Content Push. Finally, we discuss the design decisions, showing how they differ

from the state-of-the-art.

Chapter 5 describes the methodology employed in the evaluation of PDRM. The evalu-

ation comprises an investigation of the impact of the number of available providers

and in-network cache capacity on its performance, and a comparison of PDRM to

Vanilla NDN and two state-of-the-art proposals. We discuss the extensions made to

ndnSIM, scenario configurations, and metrics.

Chapter 6 presents the results obtained from the evaluation of PDRM. We analyze the

results of PDRM operation regarding performance and overhead in a total of four

scenarios. The first two focuses solely on PDRM performance while the last two

compares PDRM to state-of-the-art proposals.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a summary of the main insights and future work

ideas.
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2 BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we present the background context of this thesis in two sections:

content mobility and Named Data Networking (NDN). The first section defines content,

its mobility challenge, and the possible approaches for a network architecture to handle

it. The second section describes the NDN architecture regarding its elements, communi-

cation model, and mobility support.

2.1 Content Mobility

Content is the fundamental concept of the NDN architecture, which represents it

as individual pieces of data called objects. NDN identifies objects with globally unique

and hierarchical names and defines them as the basic transfer unit for the communication

between users through Interest and Data packets. When transferring objects, NDN divides

them into fixed-size chunks and send them as idempotent Data packets1. The Data packets

also contain an embedded cryptographic signature, enabling them to be stored and reused

in future requests by any device in the network. With these designs choices, chunks,

and consequently objects, can be replicable and cacheable in the network because any

element with a copy of them has the information needed to guarantee data authenticity

and integrity.

The mobility of content depends on the status of existing copies in the network and

the devices holding them. Initially, there is only the original content copy generated by

the producer (i.e., the original provider). During the content lifetime, events may change

the number of content copies and their location in the network. Content availability in-

creases with the addition of content copies in three situations: consumers retrieve objects,

providers reconnect to the network, and routers cache passing packets. Conversely, con-

tent availability decreases with the removal of content copies due to users deleting stored

objects, providers disconnecting from the network, and routers evicting cached packets.

The content mobility challenge is to keep content available (i.e., to have at least

one reachable copy of it), minimizing the negative impact of events that reduce content

availability. A set of factors may affect positively or negatively the availability and dy-

1Idempotence describes an operation or element that produces the same result whenever it is executed.
In this case, it refers to NDN Data packets, which can satisfy any incoming request from any consumer for
a given object in the network.
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namics of the copies. They are subject to the placement and replacement policies used

in the caches and the mobility behavior of end-users. The content popularity may impact

the cached content, tending to benefit popular objects in detriment of unpopular ones.

The passing traffic together with the router caching policies may result in more stable or

volatile cached copies. Lastly, the user churn impacts the reliability of copies found on

end-users.

Figure 2.1: Movement periods of a content provider

(a) Prior to Movement (b) Unavailability Period (c) Attachment Period

We define the movement of a content provider with two distinct periods: unavail-

ability and (re)attachment. The former is characterized by the provider’s potential lack of

network connectivity during movement while the latter refers to the provider (re)joining

the network and re(establishing) connectivity. Figure 2.1 exemplifies the movement pro-

cess of a provider. First, the provider is connected to the network at some location and

decides to move somewhere else (Figure 2.1(a)). Then, during the movement, it is dis-

connected and unavailable to serve data (Figure 2.1(b)). Finally, the provider reaches its

new location and restores its connectivity (Figure 2.1(c)), enabling it to provide its content

again.

In this thesis, we focus on the unavailability period, which occurs when a provider

is unable to serve its content. The primary challenge that arises from it is keeping the con-

sumer session continuity despite the potential adverse effects of mobility on the content

availability (ANASTASIADES; BRAUN; SIRIS, 2014). A network architecture can ad-

dress the unavailable provider with three approaches: Data Replication, Communication

Restoration, and Provider Tracking.

Data Replication

The first approach uses data redundancy and caching to keep the content available

despite the provider mobility. These features enable other elements besides the original

provider to serve the requested data, allowing content to be available even when its pri-

mary provider is not. This kind of approach is commonly used in content dissemination,
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such as Content Delivery Network (CDN) (SAROIU et al., 2002), P2P file sharing (e.g.,

BitTorrent (COHEN, 2003)), and ICN (AHLGREN et al., 2012). Particularly about ICN

and NDN, data redundancy is well suited to their principles because it focuses on the

content instead of the hosts.

Figure 2.2: Data replication operation

(a) Before the Movement (b) Unavailability Period (c) Attachment Period

Figure 2.2 exemplifies the use of data replication to handle provider mobility. Be-

fore the movement, the provider serves the requested data and also pushes its content to

the network (Figure 2.2(a)). During the unavailability period, shown in Figure 2.2(b),

the router that received the pushed content can respond to incoming requests on behalf

of the moving provider, maintaining the content available. In the attachment period, the

provider updates its location and consumers can retrieve the content from either source in

the network, as seen in Figure 2.2(c).

Communication Restoration

The communication restoration is the second approach and aims at restoring the

communication between users without loss of messages. A device stores the incoming In-

terest packets destined for the unavailable provider. Once the provider rejoins the network,

it fetches the stored messages from the storing device and resumes the communication.

This approach has a high focus on the original content producers but could be adapted for

each device to manage a set of providers for the same content, reducing the dependency

of a particular host that provides the requested object.

Figure 2.3: Communication restoration operation

(a) Before the Movement (b) Unavailability Period (c) Attachment Period

Figure 2.3 shows an example of this operation. Before the movement, the provider

serves the requested data as usual (Figure 2.3(a)). During the unavailability period, shown
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in Figure 2.3(b), the edge router identifies no routable path for the provider and stores

the incoming requests destined for the moving provider. In the attachment period, the

provider contacts the router, to fetch the stored requests, and provides the data for them,

as seen in Figure 2.3(c). The communication resumes normally after that.

Provider Tracking

The third approach focuses on reducing the provider unavailability period, espe-

cially during hand-off, by monitoring the link state or predicting movement. The primary

goal is a coordination between the provider and network to maintain seamless mobil-

ity during the movement. The seamless support quality depends on the provider being

mobility-aware (i.e., noticing its movement and notifying the network) and the network

having a quick and efficient hand-off process. Similar to the communication restoration,

this approach also has a high focus on a particular host than on the content itself. It could

be adapted to consider a set of providers and locate any available when a mobility event

occurs.

Figure 2.4: Provider tracking operation

(a) Before the Movement (b) Unavailability Period (c) Attachment Period

Figure 2.4 demonstrates the provider tracking operation. Before the movement,

the provider serves the requested data normally (Figure 2.4(a)). During the unavailability

period, shown in Figure 2.4(b), the requests fail because the network does not know the

current location of the provider. Alternatively, the network could track the provider or an-

other source during the movement, achieving seamless content mobility during the entire

process. In the attachment period, the provider updates its location, enabling it to receive

and respond to consumer requests again, as seen in Figure 2.4(c).

2.2 Named Data Networking

This section describes the Named Data Networking (NDN), a network architecture

proposal based on the ICN paradigm. NDN shifts the network architecture’s focus from
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a host-centric perspective to a content-centric one. It promotes content to be the central

element of the network through the use of objects as the basic data representation. The

NDN communication is receiver-driven: consumers send Interest packets for objects and

providers respond with Data packets containing the required content. This design choice

allows the architecture to focus on what the consumer wants instead of where it should

request the data. Throughout the section, we discuss the elements of the network, the

communication model along with its operation, and the current mobility support of NDN.

Network Elements

There are three central components of an NDN network: content, users, and

routers. Figure 2.5 exemplifies them in a simple NDN network. In the example, there

are three routers that route and forward messages and two users connected to them. The

user on the left acts as a consumer that wants a piece of content while the one on the right

is the producer or a provider of the given content. Next, we describe users and routers in

the NDN network, and how they interact with content.

Figure 2.5: NDN network components

In the mobility context of this thesis, users are mobile entities and move according

to a movement pattern. They act as consumers (retrieving objects), producers (generating

content) or providers (serving content objects). Users are available when connected to the

network, enabling them to ask for or provide objects. They can become unavailable (for

instance, due to movement or downtime), a period in which they cannot receive or trans-

mit data, making their stored content unavailable to other consumers. Lastly, every user

associates to a device, which has resource restraints, such as storage space, bandwidth,

and battery lifetime.

Routers are static devices of the network that neither consume nor produce con-

tent. Instead, they route and forward Interest and Data packets in the network. The routing

process can be done using either the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) table or schemes

(e.g., broadcast) that do not rely on such routing information. Despite not actively re-

questing content, routers can cache objects opportunistically and use them to serve future
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requests of interested consumers. However, due to the passing traffic, the content in their

caches can be very volatile, offering no guarantee of availability.

Communication Model

The NDN architecture has a receiver-driven and connectionless communication

model. The communication is exchanged based on two kinds of packets shown in Fig-

ure 2.6: Interest and Data. The Interest packet (Figure 2.6(a)) has two required fields: the

content name and the nonce. The content name identifies each object uniquely in the net-

work while the nonce is a randomly generated string that combined with the name should

uniquely identify Interest packets and avoid routing loops. The selectors are optional fil-

ters that consumers use to restrict further the data that providers may send in response to

Interest requests. For instance, the consumer can specify a particular publisher using the

“PublishPublicKeyLocator” field. At last, the Interest packet also has an optional lifetime

field, which defines how long that Interest will be valid before it times out.

Figure 2.6: NDN basic packet types

(a) Interest Packet (b) Data Packet

The Data packet, shown in Figure 2.6(b), represents an object in the network. The

required fields of this packet are the content name, data, signature, and signing informa-

tion. The content name and data are straightforward: the former uniquely identifies the

object while the latter is the object itself. The signature is the result of signing the Data

packet and is used to guarantee its authenticity. The signature information field describes

the signing method employed in the Data packet. That is, the signature algorithm and,
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optionally, the key location if the consumer needs to retrieve it. The Data packet also has

optional metainfo fields, which add extra information describing the object. For example,

it can specify the packet type and for how long that object is valid (freshness).

To retrieve a content object, consumers send an Interest packet with its name.

Providers, on their turn, respond to it by sending a Data packet with the requested ob-

ject. Any element in the network that has a copy of the content can act as a provider

opportunistically, including the routers due to the in-network caching feature. Figure 2.7

presents a simple example of two successive retrievals for the same content object. First,

the consumer on the left sends an Interest packet for a given object. Routers route the

packet to its provider using the FIB information, and the provider responds with the ob-

ject data (Figure 2.7(a)). When the routers forward the data to the consumer, they may

cache it to satisfy future requests. Then, in Figure 2.7(b), the consumer on the bottom

requests the same content object. Instead of the router routing the Interest packet towards

the provider, it responds the request with the previously cached data.

Figure 2.7: NDN communication model

(a) Data Request (b) In-network Caching

The NDN router uses three data structures and at least one communication face2

for routing and forwarding packets: Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table (PIT), and

Forwarding Information Base (FIB). They enable not only the routing and forwarding but

also in-network caching and request aggregation. The CS is a cache that stores content

objects temporarily. The PIT records all forwarded Interest requests whose response has

neither been received nor expired yet. The FIB is the routing table, which manages the

configured routes to names on the network. Besides these data structures, the router

also has faces to communicate with other applications on the same host or devices in the

network.

When an NDN router receives an Interest packet, it executes the following actions.

First, it verifies if the requested object is in the CS. If that is the case, the router sends

a Data packet, responding the request. Otherwise, it checks the PIT if there is already

2An interface is named face in NDN
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an ongoing request for the given object. If such entry is in the PIT, the router aggregates

the requests and does not forward the current. In case there is no pending Interest for

that object, the router looks in the FIB where it should route the Interest packet, adds a

PIT entry for the object, and sends the packet in the selected face. Finally, if none of the

previous conditions are met, the router can discard the packet, broadcast it, send a NACK

back, or execute any other action.

The routing process is performed only for the Interest packets, whereas the Data

ones come back through the reverse path. When a router processes an Interest packet, it

leaves a breadcrumb in the PIT, marking where it should forward the response. With the

PIT information, routers can aggregate requests, forwarding multiple Data packets back

to requesters using a single PIT entry. If an NDN router receives a Data packet of an

object that has no pending requests, it is marked as unsolicited data and discarded.

Figure 2.8: NDN router organization and operation

Figure 2.8 shows the organization and operation of the NDN router. In this ex-

ample, the router has four external faces and the three default data structures: CS, PIT,

and FIB. It also shows the operation during the retrieval of the movie “Interstellar.” The

CS indicates that the first chunk (denoted s1 or segment 1) has already been retrieved by

consumers and is currently cached, enabling the router to respond to any future request

for it. The PIT shows that consumers from faces 0 and 3 have requested the second chunk

and are currently waiting for the data. When the router receives the data for this object,
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it will store a copy in the CS and forward the Data packet to all requesting faces (0 and

3 in the example). If the router receives a request for the third chunk of the movie, there

will not be any information in the CS or PIT. Thus, the router checks its FIB for route

information of the given object and decides to which face send the interest request. In this

case, it could route the Interest packet to face 1, face 2, or both.

Mobility Support

The NDN architecture natively supports the consumer mobility due to the receiver-

driven and connectionless communication model. It enables consumers to resume their

object requests without needing to restore a session or connection or update their lo-

cations. Hence, consumers only need to re-send their Interest requests to continue the

download without any reconfiguration. Additionally, the packet idempotence eases the

communication resume by making every object independent of session or connection con-

texts.

For content mobility support, the NDN architecture provides the following fea-

tures: packet idempotence and in-network caching. In this context, the packet idempo-

tence allows different providers of the same content to send the data transparently to the

consumer (similar to BitTorrent). The in-network caching is a data replication feature

that increases the number of object copies in the network. However, it alone proves to be

insufficient (TYSON et al., 2013; KUTSCHER et al., 2016; ZHANG et al., 2016) mainly

because of its reactive operation. Since caching operates based on incoming requests,

mobility hampers the initial dissemination of content that is unavailable and consumers

cannot find on the network. Given this limitation, we claim that NDN requires additional

mechanisms to support content mobility adequately.
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3 STATE-OF-THE-ART

In this thesis, we investigate content mobility support in NDN focused on improv-

ing data availability through redundancy, known as data rendezvous approach (ZHANG

et al., 2016). There are three strategies to increase the number of object copies in the net-

work (and consequently, its availability): Data Caching, Data Spot, and Data Depot. The

first one is a reactive, cache-based process according to the observed traffic whereas the

last two strategies are based on replication, which is a proactive operation executed inde-

pendently (and possibly prior) to consumer requests. Table 3.1 summarizes the existing

proposals and guides the discussion throughout this chapter.

Proactive replication is currently an underexplored approach in NDN, particu-

larly when addressing content mobility. Previous work suggests that proactive replication

hardly helps content dissemination and could be replaced by edge caching combined with

a simple replacement scheme (SHARMA; VENKATARAMANI; SITARAMAN, 2013;

FAYAZBAKHSH et al., 2013). However, unlike previous work, we focus on content

mobility in ICN, which alters the ratio between replication cost and miss penalty due to

content unavailability. Instead of a simple cache miss, consumers may fail to find and

obtain an object from the network. Therefore, a proactive replication approach can be

effective under these conditions and worth the investigation.

Table 3.1: Summary of the State-of-Art in NDN Content Mobility using Data Redundancy
Reference Method Strategy
(LAOUTARIS; CHE; STAVRAKAKIS, 2006)
(PSARAS; CHAI; PAVLOU, 2012)
(SAHA; LUKYANENKO; YLä-JääSKI, 2013) Caching Data Caching
(WANG; ZHANG; BENSAOU, 2013)
(MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016)
(WOO et al., 2014)
(KO et al., 2014)
(VASILAKOS et al., 2012)
(MAJEED et al., 2017) Replication Data Spot
(GRASSI et al., 2014)
(SILVA; CAMPISTA; COSTA, 2016)
(MAURI et al., 2017)
(JACOBSON et al., 2012) Replication Data Depot

3.1 Data Caching

The Data Caching strategy is native in the NDN architecture. Routers cache Data

responses that they forward back to consumers and use them to satisfy future requests.
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The routers decide which Data packets to store based on caching policies, such as Leave

Copy Everywhere (LCE), Leave Copy Down (LCD) (LAOUTARIS; CHE; STAVRAKAKIS,

2006), and Probabilistic caching (PSARAS; CHAI; PAVLOU, 2012). These policies are

simple and improve content dissemination (particularly of popular content) without in-

curring significant processing overhead to routers. The downside of caching regarding

mobility is its reactive nature, as it caches content already available. If a content object is

unavailable, it is not served to consumers and, consequently, not cached by routers.

The routers may also employ more sophisticated caching schemes with a degree

of cooperation and collaboration among them (SAHA; LUKYANENKO; YLä-JääSKI,

2013; WANG; ZHANG; BENSAOU, 2013; MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016). Their

overall goal is to reduce the overlapping content in the network caches. Consequently,

they improve the overall caching performance by increasing the number of unique objects

cached. Although these sophisticated caching schemes provide better performance than

simpler ones, they also add higher processing overhead on routers and do not change

the reactive nature of caching, which is detrimental when producers are unavailable, and

content has not spread in the network yet.

3.2 Data Spot

The Data Spot strategy is the most popular replication approach in NDN because

it fits well in the architecture principles by taking advantage of locality to disseminate

content. It associates produced content to particular areas in the network where the con-

tent should be more interesting and requested, usually around the location of the source or

the majority of consumers. For example, regional content tends to have a more substan-

tial number of consumers inside of its area of interest and a significantly smaller potential

consumer outside it. Using the Data Spot strategy, the content would only be replicated

inside the given region because creating copies elsewhere would be non-optimal and po-

tentially a waste of resources.

Authors in (WOO et al., 2014; KO et al., 2014) propose Data Spot based mecha-

nisms that allow producers to push content to the access router proactively. The proposals

are based on two observations: requests are usually routed to the content source location

(especially if its availability is uncertain), and the request sequence is predictable because

consumers request object chunks sequentially. The solutions monitor the link state to de-

tect when the connection strength weakens, indicating an imminent movement. Before
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moving, producers offload the content data of current incoming requests to the access

router as unsolicited data (i.e., there is no prior request for this data). The access routers

are extended to cache instead of discard the unsolicited data, keeping the content available

near its source location to satisfy future requests on behalf of the content producer. The

downside of these proposals is adding unsolicited data packets, which introduce new vul-

nerabilities to the architecture and do not guarantee the content availability due to cache

volatility.

The proposals presented in (VASILAKOS et al., 2012; MAJEED et al., 2017) fo-

cus on replicating data and pushing it closer to the consumers. The Selective Neighbor

Caching (VASILAKOS et al., 2012) proactively replicates data responses in a subset of

proxies in the neighborhood to which the mobile consumers may move next. The deci-

sion is based on delay, cache cost, and mobility pattern of users. The proposal discussed

in (MAJEED et al., 2017) focuses on pre-caching chunks of large content objects (e.g.,

videos) before the consumer requests them. Given the request predictability of such con-

tent objects and the overall cache capacity, the network cooperates to minimize the con-

tent distance to the consumers and the number of replicas created. The use of routers for

proactive content caching used by the proposals can be troublesome for three reasons: it

increases their complexity, which limits their packet processing; they have limited cache

storage (less than end-users); their cache is volatile and requires changes to store objects

for a longer period.

The Data Spot strategy is particularly prevalent in ad-hoc networks (e.g., VANETs).

The following three papers propose mechanisms in such environments (GRASSI et al.,

2014; SILVA; CAMPISTA; COSTA, 2016; MAURI et al., 2017). Authors in (GRASSI

et al., 2014) proposes a vehicular network based on NDN that disseminates content using

a broadcast medium. This characteristic enables any device close to the sender to store

a copy of the transmitted content data, which results in content replication around the

source location. The devices storing content can satisfy incoming requests, rebroadcast

it to spread further or physically move themselves and the content in the network. TraC

(SILVA; CAMPISTA; COSTA, 2016) is a proposal that, similar to (VASILAKOS et al.,

2012), attempts to proactive replicate data in the future direction of consumers to improve

data delivery in VANETs. It proposes two forwarding strategies and a neighborhood dis-

covery protocol to push data to access points in the consumer trajectories toward their

destination. The last one, presented in (MAURI et al., 2017), proposes an optimization

solution to distribute content in VANETs with infrastructure accounting for cache and
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link bandwidth capacity. The idea is to prefetch content objects at static network nodes,

enabling consumers to retrieve them faster from different access points as they move in

the network. The proposals based on ad-hoc networks are hardly generalizable because

they are usually domain-restricted and tailored to the target environment. That is, they

take advantage of particular characteristics not found in traditional networks, such as the

broadcast medium and routing performed by end-users.

3.3 Data Depot

The Data Depot strategy replicates the produced content in fixed servers indepen-

dent of the source location that serve the received objects on behalf of the producer. In

other words, it uses the available resources in data centers instead of those found in users

nearby the source location as the Data Spot. This strategy is widely deployed currently

in CDN and cloud storage solutions but has been underexplored in the context of NDN.

If successfully implemented, Data Depot has the potential of incorporating those existing

application-layer solutions to NDN’s network layer.

One of the few data depot proposals in NDN is a custodian-based solution for

content sharing, which takes advantage of the producer’s resources across multiple de-

vices (JACOBSON et al., 2012). After producing a piece of content, the producer can

send it to a trusted device that will become its custodian and may serve it in future re-

quests. The routers are extended to keep a mapping from prefix to custodian to endpoint,

creating an overlay of the user’s device and allowing them to find the best content copy

according to the producer preferences (e.g., prioritize devices with continuous power and

connectivity). The custodian mechanism has poor performance when a given content ob-

ject is unavailable when requested. It will search a copy in all configured devices, and if

it fails to find the object, it will leave a request to fetch as soon as a device with the object

comes online again. In this case, the custodian mechanism has the same performance and

limitations as the NDN in-network caching.
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4 PDRM

In this chapter, we discuss the details of PDRM (Proactive Data Replication Mech-

anism), our proposal to improve the content mobility support in NDN. This version of

PDRM is an enhancement from the one described in (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAU-

THE, 2016) and takes into account the insights obtained from its evaluation. PDRM re-

duces the impact of producer unavailability on the availability of content through data

redundancy, with efficient use of available network and user resources. After a producer

creates a content object, it can push copies to other users, which become providers. The

expected results are an increase in the content retrieval rate and, consequently, an im-

provement to the consumer’s QoE, particularly its download time, with limited overhead

for users and the network.

4.1 Overview

PDRM is a proactive, locality-aware, best-effort, and hint-based replication mech-

anism that explores available resources from end-users in the vicinity. It is composed of

two operations: Vicinity Discovery and Content Push. To proactively deal with mobility, a

producer may execute them on the objects of choice one or more times after their creation.

First, the producer sends a probe to learn about surrounding devices and the popularity of

content in them. Then, the producer decides based on the collected information whether

to replicate the objects of choice using the content push operation.

Figure 4.1: Time diagram of the PDRM operation
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The execution of PDRM is illustrated with an example composed of Alice (pro-

ducer), Bob and Carol (users in the vicinity of Alice). Figure 4.1 presents the message

exchange of PDRM’s execution in this example. It gives an overview of the execution

flow of PDRM whereas the details of both Vicinity Discovery and Content Push opera-

tions are discussed in the following sections.

The example begins with Alice creating the object named </alice/foo> and trig-

gering a vicinity discovery for it. Alice broadcasts a probe to its vicinity, which contains

Bob and Carol. We assume Bob is interested in the content, but Carol is not. Both receive

the probing message and act accordingly to their interests. Bob replies to it with his public

key while Carol just drops the message.

After some period to collect the responses, Alice concludes the vicinity discovery

and uses the gathered knowledge to replicate her produced object. In this example, Alice

checks that only Bob is interested in becoming a provider for </alice/foo> and sends him

a hint for the content using a broadcast message with his public key. Similar to the vicinity

probe, they both receive the hint message and act accordingly. Bob proceeds to request

the object using the default NDN protocol. Carol drops the received hint because it is not

destined to her.

4.2 Vicinity Discovery

The proactive replication of popular content towards potential consumers improves

its availability and dissemination performance. Thus, the first step of PDRM is to obtain

relevant context information about the producer location that might help the replication.

Mainly, the producer learns about existing devices in the vicinity and the content popu-

larity in them. The collected information indicates the objects most likely to be requested

and their potential consumers. Using this approach, PDRM allocates the limited resources

available in a mobile environment to replicate those objects that potentially will gain the

most benefits.

The vicinity of a producer is the set of nodes within a distance range that can vary

from the direct neighbors to the complete network (e.g., a domain or AS). Figure 4.2 ex-

emplifies the different vicinity levels a producer may have. The inner square represents

the knowledge a producer has in Vanilla NDN: only the router directly connected to it (re-

ferred as neighborhood or vicinity one). PDRM expands the size of the vicinity, allowing

a producer to know more about the network. In the example, there are two intermediate

/alice/foo
/alice/foo
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vicinity levels represented by size two and three. This expansion enables a producer to

learn about users (notice that each user figure accounts for a set of users) connected to one

and three routers respectively. Lastly, in an extreme case, the producer can know about

every user and device on the domain network, depicted by the outer square.

Figure 4.2: Different levels of vicinity from neighborhood to complete network

To discover the vicinity, the producer broadcasts an Interest probe message within

a limited scope defined by the vicinity size. As the response, the producer receives Data

messages from all users in the vicinity interested in the given content and willing to pro-

vide it on behalf of the producer. If the producer receives no response, it will not replicate

the object due to the lack of interest for the content in the vicinity.

The evaluation of the vicinity size impact on the PDRM performance performed

in (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016) shows that the smallest vicinity that

contains potential mobile providers is the best choice. It enables the producer to replicate

its objects, increasing the content hit rate and decreasing download time, while limiting

the overhead generated because it restricts the communication close to the producer. If the

producer fails or wishes to find potential mobile providers in the vicinity, it can expand

the vicinity size to increase the amount of discovered devices.

During the vicinity discovery, PDRM may request a set of information from the

devices in the vicinity. The minimum subset is comprised of the consumer identifier and

interest in the content (i.e., is the user a future consumer?). Additionally, PDRM may also

collect the device availability percentage, its home network location, or any other relevant

information. Even before disseminating a given object, there are at least two ways that

producers could identify future consumers. The first one is using metadata to describe

the content, enabling users to set their content preferences and match with the produced

objects. The second is to use a subscribing scheme (e.g., a social network), which would

indicate users that consume content from specific producers.

In this thesis, we employ the term mobile provider for generality. That does not
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exclude potential providers that may be fixed somewhere in the network. One promising

example is domains or ASes installing a server in their border router to act as a potential

provider for PDRM. In this case, the user would represent the aggregation of users in

the domain, and its interest would be a result of the most significant interests found in

the domain given the most requested content in it. With this approach, domains could

act as CDN nodes and prefetch relevant content, potentially improving their consumer

performance and also reducing traffic cost.

All the information gathered by the producer during the vicinity discovery is used

to influence the object replication and copies placement. Because of the unreliability of

the data provided by other users, the producer keeps the collected knowledge as soft state.

If there is a scenario in which the information needs to be more reliable, PDRM could be

extended in at least two non-exclusive ways. First, it could implement an accountability

module to track and verify information exchanged between users, similar to those used in

private BitTorrent systems. Second, the producer could periodically monitor the vicinity

and build historical information about it.

We implement PDRM’ vicinity discovery operation in NDN by extending the

NDN Interest packet and routers to enable TTL1, strategy selectors, and long-lived PIT

entries as explained next. To trigger the vicinity discovery, the producer broadcasts an

Interest packet with the extended fields TTL and strategy selectors to the reserved names-

pace </vicinity/<object_name>>. The TTL field contains the packet’s maximum number

of hops, restricting the scope of propagation to the configured vicinity. The strategy selec-

tors, on their turn, define which information the producer is requesting from the potential

providers of the content, as discussed previously.

We extend the routers to process the reserved namespace </vicinity> differently

from regular Interest packets. These probe packets create a long-lived PIT entry that

is removed only after its expiration period, allowing the requester to receive multiple

responses. In comparison, routers consume PIT entries of regular Interest packets after

they receive an object that satisfies the request. This modification extends the lifetime

of PIT entries slightly (i.e., few seconds at most), which should not add new exploits and

abuses to the PIT data structure (GASTI et al., 2013; VIRGILIO; MARCHETTO; SISTO,

2013; WäHLISCH; SCHMIDT; VAHLENKAMP, 2013).

1NDN does not use TTL currently, but the CCN architecture employs it with the purpose of avoiding
routing loops (MOSKO et al., 2015).

/vicinity/<object_name>
/vicinity
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4.3 Content Push

After the producer builds a view of the consumer interest in its vicinity based on

the collected information during the discovery period, PDRM decides how many copies

to push (replication degree) and whom to push (placement policy). Because NDN does

not have a native pushing primitive, PDRM adds a sender-driven communication opera-

tion based on a hinting scheme to enable the producer to push its content proactively to

other devices. Next, we discuss the design and implementation of these three aspects:

replication degree, placement policy, and push communication.

The increase in content availability obtained by PDRM is related to the replication

degree (i.e., the number of copies pushed). The naive approach is to imagine that every

object can have multiple copies, making them always available in the network. However,

this approach is unrealistic for three reasons. First, proactively pushing content can be

expensive, especially for producers with limited resources. Second, the more copies are

created, the less effective they become (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016).

Third, spare resources from end-users are finite and shared between all producers.

The evaluation of the replication degree impact on PDRM performance presented

in (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016) corroborates the intuition that the naive

approach is inviable. The analysis concludes that pushing a single copy is enough to

achieve most of the benefits from proactive content replication and a second extra copy

improves further the content mobility support. However, pushing three or more copies

becomes expensive for the producer while only increasing the results marginally.

Therefore, we expect small replication degrees to be affordable and, even so, not

applicable to all objects and producers. PDRM defines the actual number of copies pushed

based on the measured content popularity obtained during the vicinity discovery. This

design aims at maximizing the benefits of data replication and reducing the waste of

resources of a costly pushing operation by allocating more resources to objects that have

higher popularity and are more likely to be requested in the future.

Despite NDN being highly effective in disseminating and reactively replicating

trendy objects through its in-network caching, we still focus on proactively replicating

the top popular objects. With this decision, PDRM aims to achieve the best individual

cost-benefit ratios for data replication. Consequently, PDRM gives an early start to the

dissemination of the selected content, increasing its future availability despite the poten-

tial producer unavailability. In the future, we may avoid replicating a percentage of the
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most popular objects and target those objects that are popular but do not benefit much

from NDN caching (i.e., second tier popular objects).

After deciding how many copies to create, PDRM selects which users in the vicin-

ity will receive a copy, enabling them to provide the content. PDRM can use any place-

ment policy to rank users in the vicinity and select a provider based on the collected

information during the vicinity discovery. For example, a producer could select the most

reliable device regarding availability or the one that has the most resources to spare for

replication.

However, results evaluating different placement policies presented in (LEHMANN;

BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016) indicate that picking a random interested user in the

vicinity is good enough. This policy tends to distribute the load among the set of existing

users and avoids overloading a subset of users considered to be the best providers. Fur-

ther, obtaining reliable information regarding other users in a mobile environment is very

costly and very difficult to use in the medium and long-term for behavior prediction.

Independent on the placement policy, one fundamental aspect to take into consid-

eration is the willingness of users to become content providers on behalf of others. The

user motivation to provide a particular content object depends on the data disseminated,

the resources currently available in the device, its altruism degree, and existing incen-

tives. In particular, incentives are notably important to increase user participation due to

the limited resources that mobile devices have.

We list three possible reasons that users could lend their resources to disseminate

other people’s content. The first reason, as discussed in the previous section, is domains

setting up a PDRM user to represent the aggregate interest in their networks. It serves

two purposes: improve content dissemination and reduce traffic cost. The second rea-

son is based on user voluntarism to disseminate content. This case is seen nowadays in

social networks or instant messaging, in which people forward content (e.g., texts, im-

ages, videos) they found or received. The last reason considers a reward system. One

could imagine selling the resources temporarily for others (i.e., similar to current cloud

systems) or applying reciprocity to enable users to join the system (e.g., BitTorrent).

Lastly, we discuss the sender-driven communication operation based on a hinting

scheme added by PDRM to NDN. It is paramount that such extension does not conflict

with NDN’s design principles, especially its receiver-driven model. In PDRM, the pro-

ducer suggests a given content object to other users. A user that receives the indication

may follow it or not. In the case of using the hint, the user requests the content and re-
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trieves it from the producer using the NDN protocol. When replicating the object, the

producer sends it to the future provider, populating the caches of routers in the path ac-

cording to their caching policies.

PDRM implements the hinting scheme at the application layer using the NDN

receiver-driven communication primitives and complying with NDN design philosophy.

Because the producer does not always know a routable name that reaches the selected

user, it broadcasts an Interest packet encrypted with the targeted user public key received

during the vicinity discovery to the reserved namespace </hint/<object_name>>. We

extend the routers so that the reserved namespace </hint> does not leave a trail in the PIT

because it does not expect a Data object in response. Instead, upon receiving a hint, if

the targeted user accepts the suggestion, it retrieves the hinted object by sending Interest

packets normally. Otherwise, it justs discards the hint like any other user that receives the

hint and cannot decrypt it.

4.4 Design Discussion

We develop PDRM as a retro-compatible mechanism to the NDN architecture. It

means that PDRM benefits fully from any feature as well as possible extensions present

in NDN. For instance, any security or access control solution can be applied to PDRM

with little to no changes. The development of PDRM took into account the limitations

found in the state-of-the-art proposals to guide its design.

As a result, PDRM has the following characteristics that differentiate it from

other state-of-the-art proposals: proactivity, locality-awareness, best-effort, hint-based,

and flexibility. The proactivity and locality-awareness are the most relevant features that

stand PDRM out from other state-of-the-art proposals. Being best-effort, hint-based, and

flexible make PDRM a well-round and generalizable mechanism that complies with the

NDN design philosophy. Next, we discuss each of these characteristics.

The proactive approach decouples the replication from the consumer requests,

enabling producers to decide when to create copies. With this design, producers can

replicate content before they move even if it was not requested, making content available

during the mobility period. Consequently, PDRM overcomes and complements the reac-

tive nature of caching, which works well with content that is available or already spread

but fails to deal appropriately with mobile content that is not disseminated yet.

Being aware of locality enables PDRM to discover spare resources from other

/hint/<object_name>
/hint
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users and use them efficiently. During the vicinity discovery, PDRM gathers information

about existing devices nearby and their interest in content objects (i.e., content popular-

ity), helping decide which of them to replicate. The leverage of nearby resources and

information aims at maximizing the performance gain regarding content availability and

download time while consuming the least amount of resources.

The content replication is done in a best-effort fashion and does not require ac-

curate information from the users in the vicinity. Consequently, producers can replicate

content under any network condition such as high mobility, dynamicity, or unreliability.

On the downside, PDRM does not provide any guarantees regarding its operation.

The hinting scheme used by PDRM to push content follows the receiver-driven

NDN communication model. It adds a single Interest packet per object at the beginning

of the transmission to suggest an object to another user. Afterward, the content retrieval is

done using the default NDN protocol. Compared to other approaches that alter the NDN

architecture and routers significantly, the hinting scheme avoids adding vulnerability is-

sues or processing overhead and still fully benefits from the architectural features (e.g.,

caching, routing).

Lastly, PDRM is flexible for producers to use it in various application domains.

In scenarios where the information and resources are costly or unreliable (e.g., IoT and

VANET), PDRM can replicate content using limited information of the vicinity and few

resources. In conditions of trusted knowledge and abundant resources (e.g., CDN or

cloud-storage applications), PDRM can take advantage of them to provide better content

mobility support. Hence, PDRM could benefit a broader set of users if incorporated to

NDN as a native feature.
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5 METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, we present the methodology employed in the PDRM evaluation.

We investigate the impact of the number of available providers and in network cache ca-

pacity on PDRM as well as compare PDRM to Vanilla NDN and state-of-the-art proposals

for content mobility support. The evaluation was performed by extending the widely pop-

ular ndnSIM simulator (MASTORAKIS et al., 2015). Throughout the chapter, we detail

the extensions made to ndnSIM, the scenarios evaluated, and the metrics measured to

perform the PDRM evaluation.

5.1 ndnSIM

ndnSIM (MASTORAKIS et al., 2015) is the most complete and realistic NDN

simulator available, enabling every aspect of NDN to be simulated. We extended ndnSIM

with the implementation of the evaluation model, which comprises a Mobile Producer

(MP) application that uses only the NDN default content mobility support. This case is

denoted as Vanilla NDN and is the basis for the implementation of PDRM and the two

mechanisms based on state-of-the-art proposals: Data Depot and Data Spot. Next, we

discuss the extensions added to ndnSIM1.

Evaluation Model

The evaluation model describes an NDN network with user mobility and serves as

the basis to study PDRM. The fundamental elements of the model are the devices and the

content objects in the network. A device is characterized by a mobility pattern, interest

in content objects, and available resources. Devices can be either users or routers. User

devices are mobile elements that produce, provide, and consume content. Routers are

stationary components that form the network infrastructure, route requests, forward data,

and cache content objects to serve future requests.

A content object is a piece of information with some popularity that is produced

and consumed by users. Objects are composed of one or more chunks and may have

different sizes. A producer creates a content object and can execute three actions after-

1The source code used in the evaluation is available at <https://github.com/mblehmann/ndnSIM>

https://github.com/mblehmann/ndnSIM
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ward: notify the availability of the object, push it to other devices, and satisfy Interest

requests for it. The notification action announces the created object and the location of

the producer to the network, making it reachable for consumer requests. Also, every time

a content provider moves and wants to continue providing objects, it needs to notify the

network about its new location to update the routing information. The announcement

information is propagated to every router in the network to converge their routing tables.

After creating a content object, the producer can push it to other devices using

PDRM, which decides how many replicas are generates and where to place them on the

network. Each device receiving a pushed copy of the object announces its possession.

It results in the device becoming a provider of the object and being able to satisfy any

future Interest requests for it. The routers in the path between the producer and a new

provider may store a copy of it according to their caching policy and update their routing

information for this content object with the new provider.

Whether an object was pushed or not, it may be sought by a consumer request.

When users request objects, they retrieve data from the nearest provider according to the

routing information in routers, which is built based on announcements. If a router in

the path between the consumer and the nearest provider has the object in its cache, it

will provide the data for the consumer instead of the provider. During the retrieval, the

content object is cached in the routers in the path between the provider and the consumer

according to the caching policy used in the network. If not a single provider is available

during the request, the retrieval fails, and the consumer re-issues a new Interest request

later.

Throughout the lifetime of a piece of content, copies of the object may be cached

by both users and routers. Users can retrieve any content object they desire but only

become providers of the subset of objects that they decide to announce. Routers use the

NDN’s default caching policy Leave a Copy Everywhere (LCE) that caches all data that

goes through them. The cache of every device has a maximum size, which forces the

device to replace old entries when caching an object in an already full cache. The caches

use the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy to substitute cached objects.

Mobile Producer

The MP performs three periodic actions: start a session, move, and publish a new

object. The first action stops a moving producer and initiates a session at the current
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location, an active period during which the producer is connected and can provide its

content. The second one is the reverse: the producer stops the current session and begins

moving. During a movement, the producer is disconnected from the network and does

not satisfy consumer requests. The third action produces a new content object and makes

it available for interested consumers to request it.

Vanilla NDN

The Vanilla MP relies solely on NDN native in-network caching to support content

mobility, as described in Chapter 2.

PDRM

The MP with the implementation of the proposed mechanism PDRM, as described

in Chapter 4. Besides the Vanilla MP actions, it proactively replicates some of its content

objects in the vicinity with the goal of increasing the number of object copies and, conse-

quently, their availability. The implementation of PDRM extends the Interest packet and

routers to enable producers to collect information about the vicinity as well as proposes a

hint-based content push operation to replicate content.

Data Depot

The Data Depot mechanism is implemented based on the custodian proposal (JA-

COBSON et al., 2012). Its operation is similar to PDRM: the producer pushes the created

objects to a selected device in the network, making it the content custodian. The differ-

ence between using Data Depot and PDRM is the learning process of potential providers

(or custodians). Data Depot has an a priori trusted device at some arbitrary location (e.g.,

its home network) to which all content is pushed to, similar to a CDN or cloud storage

service. In contrast, PDRM discovers on-demand nearby nodes (in the vicinity) to serve

as providers. Hence, the Data Depot mechanism is implemented as a sub-case of PDRM

in which producers do not execute the vicinity discovery operation but instead have a

previously configured trusted device.
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Data Spot

The Data Spot mechanism is based on the proposal that uses unsolicited data

(WOO et al., 2014). Like PDRM, it pushes content in the network to satisfy future re-

quests. However, Data Spot differs in the content pushing and selection, as explained

next. The mechanism forces content to the access router, instead of using hints to send

it to other users. For that matter, it extends the Data packet with an unsolicited data flag

that allows it to be sent and cached by routers rather than discarded. Concerning content

selection, the mechanism decides what objects to push based on the content popularity

observed from the incoming requests. To obtain this behavior, we extend the MP applica-

tion to offload the objects expected to be requested during the unavailability period, just

before moving.

5.2 Scenario Configuration

We design scenarios to understand the impact of the number of available providers

and in-network cache capacity on the performance of PDRM as well as to compare PDRM

with state-of-the-art proposals for content mobility. In all scenarios, there is a single pro-

ducer2, which follows an on/off model: it becomes unavailable for some non-negligible

period, longer than real-time movement. There are multiple consumers which, in their

turn, continuously request content that is periodically generated by the producer. Next,

we discuss the choice of parameters common to all scenarios, summarized in Table 5.1.

The scenario-specific ones will be presented before the discussion of the respective results

in the following section.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the network topology used in the evaluation. The routers

form a complete binary tree with height 2, representing a content dissemination tree within

a domain, similarly to (FAYAZBAKHSH et al., 2013). The producer is connected to the

access router, represented by the tree root, and two consumers are connected to each leaf

node. Each router in the network can cache up to 1% of the total catalog size (BAYHAN

et al., 2016). All links have the same capacity, with 30ms delay and 10Gbps bandwidth

(GARCIA-LUNA-ACEVES; MIRZAZAD-BARIJOUGH; HEMMATI, 2016).

The producer uses one of the content mobility support mechanisms to distribute

2Note that focusing on a single producer does not affect the generality of results as seen by the similar
results obtained using one and multiple producers in (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016).
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Table 5.1: Summary of the Parameters Common to All Scenarios
Parameter Value
Topology Complete Binary Tree (FAYAZBAKHSH et al., 2013)
Tree Height 2 (FAYAZBAKHSH et al., 2013)
Routers 15
Producers 1
Consumers 8

Cache Size 1% of the catalog (BAYHAN et al., 2016)
Link Latency 30ms (GARCIA-LUNA-ACEVES; MIRZAZAD-BARIJOUGH; HEMMATI, 2016)
Link Bandwidth 10Gbps (GARCIA-LUNA-ACEVES; MIRZAZAD-BARIJOUGH; HEMMATI, 2016)
Mobility Pattern Session-Disconnection Cycles (TUDUCE; GROSS, 2005)
Mobility Cycle Period 5 minutes (300 seconds)
Producer Availability 30% to 100%
Production Period 90 seconds
Catalog Size 1000 objects (BAYHAN et al., 2016)
Object Popularity Zipf distribution α = 0.8 (BAYHAN et al., 2016)
Object Size 1000 chunks (BAYHAN et al., 2016)
Total Interest Requests 968.000 (BAYHAN et al., 2016; MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016)
Warm-up Requests 240.000 (BAYHAN et al., 2016; MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016)
Evaluation Requests 728.000 (BAYHAN et al., 2016; MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016)
Request Rate Poisson process λ = 0.02
Retransmission 225 seconds (MASTORAKIS et al., 2015).
Evaluation Period 75 minutes
Vicinity Size 2 (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016)
Replication Degree 1 (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016)
Placement Policy Random (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE, 2016)
Mobile Providers 20
Providers Availability 80% to 100%
Custodian Storage Size 20% of the catalog
Unsolicited Data Pushed 10 objects

its content to consumers. Its availability ranges from 30% to 100% in each execution and

determines the ratio between session and disconnection times in mobility periods that last

5 minutes. For instance, a producer with 60% availability has succeeding cycles of session

and disconnection (TUDUCE; GROSS, 2005) that last, on average, 180 and 120 seconds

respectively. Lastly, the producer also creates a new object periodically every 90 seconds

that replaces an existing one from the catalog, keeping its size constant (ELAYOUBI;

ROBERTS, 2015).

The catalog has a fixed size of 1000 1MB objects with popularity following a Zipf

distribution (α = 0.8) (BAYHAN et al., 2016). During the simulation, 968k Interest re-

quests are issued, divided into 240k in the warm-up period and 728k in the evaluation

period (BAYHAN et al., 2016; MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016). The requests for ob-

jects are sent following a Poisson process (λ = 0.02), resulting in 1 new object request

every 50 seconds. In the case of a failed request, consumers detect a timeout and retrans-
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Figure 5.1: Network topology used in the evaluation
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mit it again after 225 seconds3, approximately the maximum retransmission timeout of

ndnSIM (MASTORAKIS et al., 2015). In summary, 728 objects composed of 1000 1KB

chunks each are requested by 8 different consumer streams during the evaluation period,

which lasts 75 minutes.

In our evaluation, the ratio between content creation and request is 1.8, which

means that few requests happen between the generation of new objects, resulting in a

high replication cost. If the ratio increases, the replication cost would be proportionally

less relevant and benefit a larger number of requests. Moreover, NDN through cache

and request aggregation would naturally operate better in disseminating content given the

popularity distribution and also benefit PDRM. Therefore, we use this ratio in the analysis

without loss of generality.

Each of the three mechanisms that extend the Vanilla NDN has internal parameters

that affect its performance. For object replication, PDRM uses a vicinity size of 2, replica-

tion degree of 1, and random placement policy (LEHMANN; BARCELLOS; MAUTHE,

2016), and has 20 mobile users with availability ranging from 80% to 100% connected

3Notice that ndnSIM updates the retransmission timeout per chunk, doubling the estimate RTT after a
timeout from the minimum value of 200ms to the maximum value of 200 seconds. Since our consumer
application requests all 1000 chunks together, it will probably either retrieve or fail them all. In the case of
failure, instead of having different retransmission timeouts for the first chunks, we decided to set a single
value for all chunks of an object.
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to the access router. They can become content providers on behalf of the producer but

do not send periodic requests like the consumers. Data Depot uses two configurations

of a custodian connected to the access router. In the first, the custodian stores the last

1000 produced objects (100% of the catalog), which is similar to a CDN. In the second,

we limit the custodian storage to approximate to the PDRM performance in that scenario.

Lastly, a producer using Data Spot can send up to 10 objects to the access router (its cache

size) as unsolicited data.

5.3 Metrics

We analyze both the performance and overhead of each proposal to support content

mobility during the evaluation period over several runs. The results presented in the

following section for each metric collected are based on the average of all runs. The

following metrics have been measured and evaluated.

Object Download Time. The average time elapsed since consumers request the

first chunk and retrieve the 1000th (last) chunk of an object. This metric is affected by

the content unavailability, which causes timeouts and re-issue of pending chunks. The

download time represents content availability in the network perceived by the consumers.

The goal of each proposal is to benefit consumers by reducing their object download time.

Served Data Ratio. The average percentage of chunks served by each existing

entity in the network. The result of a chunk request can be either failure (i.e., never

retrieved) or success. In the case of success, one of the many potential providers may have

served the chunk: producer, routers, or a mechanism-specific element (e.g., providers and

custodian). The goal of each proposal is to reduce the producer load, relying more on

routers and other providers (when available) to serve the requested content.

Extra Traffic Generated. The amount of traffic generated by the MP beyond

satisfying Interest requests from consumers. That is, it measures the overhead traffic from

control and signaling messages (Interest packets) as well as pushed objects (Data packets).

The goal of each proposal is to reduce the traffic generated, particularly the Data packets

which consume more resources.

FIB changes. The number of modifications in the routing tables required by each

proposal. Some of the proposals rely on announcements on behalf of the producer and

dynamic topological adjustments, which causes an overhead to the network concerning

routes recalculation and FIB reconfiguration. The goal of each proposal is to cause the
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least amount of topological changes to the network to avoid too many FIB recalculations,

which can be costly.

5.4 Producer Availability

The average producer availability is a simulation input that describes how much

time the producer stays connected to the network providing content. However, the con-

sumers through their requests may perceive a different producer availability than the de-

fined by the input. For example, consider a producer with 90% average availability over

multiple simulation runs. On one extreme, the producer can be connected when every

consumer request is issued. In this case, the consumers see a producer always available,

which achieves optimal download performance and better than the expectation. On the

other extreme, the same producer could receive only 80% of the requests while connected,

leading to a worse download performance than expected.

Figure 5.2: Scatter plot and fit curve of the mismatch between the producer availability
expected by the input and the one perceived by the consumers.
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(b) PDRM

Figure 5.2 evidences the mismatch between the producer availability expected by

the input and the one perceived by the consumers. Numerically, we observed that the per-

ceived average might deviate roughly from minus 10% to plus 10% around the expected

average. The two scatter plots in Figure 5.2 contain the results of all single runs in the

uniformly distributed content scenario using Vanilla NDN and PDRM. They represent the

average download time of consumers (y-axis) given the producer availability perceived by

consumers (x-axis). Each point of the plot also specifies, according to shape and color, the

input producer availability, which varies from 30% to 100%. Lastly, the curve presented

is a fitting of the points to a third-degree function.
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A thorough analysis of all simulation runs showed that this behavior is consistent

across all producer availability values, scenarios, and mechanisms evaluated. They also

indicate that the producer availability observed by the consumers is more accurate for the

analysis than the input value for performance evaluation. We fit a third-degree function in

the points of the scatter plots to represent the mechanism performance behavior accord-

ing to the producer availability perceived by the consumers. The analysis of the results

presented in the following section will be according to the fitting curves generated based

on the measured data.
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6 RESULTS

This chapter presents and discusses the results obtained from the PDRM evalua-

tion. It contains a total of four scenarios divided into two parts, with two scenarios each.

The first part focuses exclusively on the PDRM operation and measures the impact of the

number of available providers and in-network cache capacity on its performance. The

second part compares PDRM to Vanilla NDN, Data Depot, and Data Spot in two scenar-

ios with periods of producer unavailability. The difference between these two scenarios

is how content is distributed: uniformly or clustered in areas of interest.

6.1 Number of Available Providers

The first scenario evaluates the impact of the number of potential providers on

PDRM because the mechanism relies on them to replicate content. Intuitively, PDRM

replication and performance will increase directly with the number of providers avail-

able. In this analysis, we measure the effects of the provider pool size on the consumer

download time, replication percentage, and the fraction of total requests satisfied by the

network elements. The results consider a varying number of potential providers in the

vicinity between 1 and 20.

We start presenting the average download time of consumers given the number

of available providers in the vicinity, shown in Figure 6.1. There are 8 curves, each

representing the producer availability between 30% and 100% with a step of 10%. The

results show the impact of both the producer availability (when comparing the curves)

and the number of potential providers (when analyzing each curve individually) on the

consumer download time.

The results evidence that the producer availability has more impact than the num-

ber of providers on the consumer download time. The difference between the set of con-

tent objects served by the producer and providers justifies this result. The producer has

the entire content catalog and can serve any object requested while the providers possess

only a small fraction of the content catalog (i.e., the most popular objects). Therefore, the

producer remains essential for serving the non-replicated objects.

Although not the most impactful parameter, the number of potential providers still

affects the download times. As the number of providers increases so does the probability

of object replication because PDRM only replicates content objects that are interesting for
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Figure 6.1: Consumer download time according to the number of potential mobile
providers using PDRM
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at least one potential provider. As expected based on this design, the longest download

times occur when there is a single potential provider in the vicinity besides the producer.

As the number of potential providers increases, the download time gradually decreases

until it converges at 10 providers, maintaining a similar performance afterward. In all

cases, the PDRM performance improves between 16.5% and 24% by having more poten-

tial providers.

Figure 6.2: Percentual of unique objects replicated and expected hit rate according to the
number of potential mobile providers using PDRM
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Next, we investigate further the relation between the number of providers and

replication degree, and how they affect the download time. Figure 6.2 presents the per-

centage of unique objects replicated and the expected hit rate according to the number of

potential providers. We observe that the replication percentage increases while the ex-

pected hit rate decreases logarithmically as the number of potential providers increases,

a consequence of the Zipf-like popularity distribution that has few objects very popular

and a long tail of unpopular ones. Since the replication cost for each object is constant,

PDRM faces a trade-off between the overall cost of replication and the benefits obtained

from the set of content objects replicated.

With a single provider in the vicinity, PDRM replicates only 1.76% of the catalog

caused by the provider interest in the catalog, expecting the provider to satisfy 28.6% of

the requests given the popularity of the top 1.76% objects. As the number of potential

providers increases, these metrics also do, but at different rates, evidencing the trade-off.

With 5 providers, PDRM achieves a 7.5% replication percentage and a 47.8% expected hit

rate. Moreover, with 10 providers in the vicinity, PDRM replicates 11.6% of the catalog,

which covers 55% of the expected requests. Lastly, having 20 providers, we observe

a high replication increase but the expected return is not as significant as before. The

replication percentage almost doubles, from 11.6% to 20.8%, but the expected hit rate

increases merely 10%, from 55% to 65.3%.

The download times results combined with the trade-off analysis between replica-

tion cost and expected hit rate indicates a saturation point in which PDRM achieves the

lowest download times and replicating more objects does not improve performance. Hav-

ing fewer providers diminishes the chance of users willing to provide content, resulting

in low replication. In contrast, with more providers, the probability of finding someone to

receive replicated objects (even unpopular ones) is higher. However, the download times

and expected hit rate growth show that replicating a larger set of objects does not improve

the performance significantly. Besides, it also increases the producer overhead and gen-

erates traffic of unpopular content, which can pollute the caches and affect their operation

negatively.

Finally, we analyze the impact of the numbers of providers in the contribution rate

of each network entity, shown in Figure 6.3. We present the average values of all producer

availability levels because there is a maximum 5% variation in the percentage of content

served. The results show that when using PDRM with only 1 provider in the vicinity, the

producer serves on average 71.25% of the requests while the remainder is satisfied by the
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routers (26.21%) and provider (2.54%). This result indicates two benefits of replicating

popular content to reduce the producer load: it directly creates new copies on end users

and indirectly creates new copies on routers.

Figure 6.3: Providing source distribution according to the number of potential mobile
providers using PDRM
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When more potential providers are present, their participation in data distribu-

tion increases. In numbers, they serve 6.07%, 7.83%, and 9.76% of the requests respec-

tively for 5, 10, and 20 providers because of the low replication percentage of objects in

this scenario, at most 20.8% of the catalog. The producer and router loads follow the

trend discussed during the download time analysis. The producer load decreases to 60%

(5 providers) and 58.41% (10 providers) while the routers load increases to 33.93% (5

providers) and 33.76% (10 providers) as the number of providers increase until its satura-

tion point. From this point on, the percentage of served content by the routers decreases

because of the potential pollution of caches with unpopular objects when replicating a

larger amount of content. The replacement of popular objects in the caches reduces

their effectiveness and, consequently, increases the producer load, as observed with 20

providers: the producer load increases to 61.23% whereas the router load decreases to

29.01%.

Through the analysis of this scenario, we observe that PDRM requires a certain

pool of providers to operate properly. Ideally, the number of potential providers and repli-

cation percentage should not be too low or high to achieve the best results. The best values

vary according to the scenario configuration and are affected mostly by the content pop-
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ularity distribution, consumer request rate, and cache capacity. For the remainder of the

evaluation, we use 20 mobile providers to investigate the impact of proactive replication.

6.2 In-Network Cache Size

The second scenario is used to measure the impact of available in-network caching

resources on the content mobility support provided by PDRM. The goal of this analysis

is to establish the importance of mobile providers compared to the in-network caching,

a major factor for content dissemination in NDN. Similar evaluations in the past have

considered cache capacities varying between 0% and 10% of the catalog (BAYHAN et

al., 2016; MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016). We analyze PDRM with cache size values

of 0%, 1%, 2%, and 5% (MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016).

Figure 6.4: Consumer download time according to the in-network cache sizes using
PDRM
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Figure 6.4 presents the download time of consumers when the producer uses

PDRM according to four cache sizes. Similar to the previous scenario, there are 8 curves,

each representing the producer availability between 30% and 100% with a step of 10%.

The results allow us to analyze the impact of both the producer availability (curve com-

parison) and the cache size (analysis of curves individually).

Similar to the previous scenario, Figure 6.4 shows that producer availability im-

pacts more than cache size on download times. We also notice, unsurprisingly, that more

in-network cache will reduce average download times. The performance improvement
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achieved by PDRM can be examined in absolute or proportional values. They present

opposing behaviors: the absolute improvement is higher with lower producer availability

while the proportional one achieves better results with higher producer availability (except

when always available).

This behavior occurs due to the room for improvement in each case. Without

cache, consumers rely solely on the producer to obtain content. A producer with low

availability leads to poor download performance while a producer highly available tends

to significantly better download times. The addition of cache to the network boosts the

content mobility support for producers according to their room for improvement. For in-

stance, between 0% and 5% cache sizes, PDRM reduces the download times from 193.80

to 168.34 seconds (30% availability), from 83.23 to 68.84 seconds (60% availability), and

from 15.56 to 11.99 seconds (90% availability). Despite a diminishing absolute reduction

(25.46, 14.39, and 3.57 seconds), the proportional download improvement increases in

these cases: 13.14%, 17.29%, and 22.93%.

We use Figure 6.5 to understand further the impact of in-network cache size on

PDRM. It shows the fraction of requests served by each element (producer, provider

or routers) according to cache size and producer availability. The results indicate that

the providers and routers complement themselves in reducing the producer load of con-

tent dissemination. That is, when the routers are less effective (smaller cache sizes), the

providers have a bigger role in serving content. When the routers have a higher impact

(larger cache sizes), the providers have only a marginal direct contribution disseminating

content. In this case, they also have an indirect positive impact by populating the caches

with popular content as a side-effect of replication.

Across all cache configurations, PDRM keeps the producer load in average be-

tween 65.18% (0% cache) and 53.85% (5% cache). With 0% cache, consumers rely

mainly on the producer or providers to serve content because of the lack of cached ob-

jects by the routers. They can still help the dissemination through request aggregation, a

feature in which multiple data responses are distributed with a single interest request, but

it has limited effectiveness. The numbers confirm this intuition, showing that providers

serve 30.84% of the requests while routers contribute with only 3.96% with 0% cache.

When caches are added to the network, routers can be more effective in dissem-

inating content. Consequently, the providers reduce their direct participation in the con-

tent dissemination but increase their indirect impact by populating in-network caches.

Numerically, the percentage of content served by them decreases gradually as the cache
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Figure 6.5: Providing source distribution according to the in-network cache size using
PDRM
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size increases: 9.77%, 5.17%, and 0.49% respectively for 1%, 2%, and 5% cache sizes.

Meanwhile, the routers extend their share in the content dissemination, serving 28.96%,

35.83%, 45.64% of the requests respectively for 1%, 2%, and 5% cache sizes.

This analysis shows that PDRM has two effects regarding NDN native in-network

caching: serves data on behalf of routers if they are unable and boosts their cache perfor-

mance when available. The impact of PDRM is inversely related to the amount of cache

available in the network, being more significant the lower the cache sizes are. Studies in

the ICN literature usually consider a small cache (around 1%) (BAYHAN et al., 2016;

MICK; TOURANI; MISRA, 2016), as the most representative cases. This configuration

results in high competition from objects for the limited cache resources, which benefits

PDRM performance greatly. We assume a cache capacity of 1% of the catalog for the

remaining two scenarios.

6.3 Uniformly Distributed Content

This scenario begins the comparison of PDRM to Vanilla NDN and two state-

of-the-art proposals. The mechanisms are evaluated for different producer unavailability

periods, from 30% to 100%, under the simplifying assumption that content interest is

uniformly distributed. Both caching and replication are negatively affected by this as-

sumption, so we expect the results of all proposals to suffer in varying degrees, represent-
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ing roughly a lower boundary of their performance. In this evaluation, the custodian of

the Data Depot has two capacities: 200 and 1000 objects (20% and 100% of the catalog

respectively).

Figure 6.6 shows that PDRM achieves an average download time of 51.983 sec-

onds, outperforming Vanilla NDN, Data Spot, and Data Depot with 200 storage capacity.

PDRM reduces the download times by 23.13% compared to the first two and by 6.04%

compared to the last. As expected, results show that in the ideal case that Data Spot can

store the entire catalog of objects remotely then it achieves the best results, taking only

2.627 seconds on average to retrieve content.

Figure 6.6: Consumer download time in the uniformly distributed content scenario using
PDRM, Data Depot, Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN
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The better performance of PDRM and Data Depot are a consequence of the proac-

tive content replication of produced objects. The replication decisions used by each mech-

anism explain the gap between them. PDRM probes the vicinity to infer which content

objects are popular in which regions. Since this scenario has a uniformly distributed con-

tent popularity, PDRM fails to benefit from it entirely, replicating only 20% of the catalog.

The Data Depot mechanism, in its turn, replicates every content and replaces them in the

storage according to their lifetime. Due to the large storage capacity, the custodian can

serve many objects using this brute force approach.

Data Spot and Vanilla NDN have the worst download performance because they

rely mostly only on the reactive in-network caching. The poor results achieved by these

mechanisms indicate that proactive replicating before the producer unavailability or con-
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sumer requests is beneficial for the download performance in a mobile environment. Re-

garding the Data Spot, the size of objects used in the simulation harms its operation. In

this analysis, content objects are small and retrieved entirely in a single RTT. Hence, the

Data Spot mechanism does not have many opportunities to push pending requests to the

routers and has a similar outcome of Vanilla NDN.

Figure 6.7 shows how each mechanism impacts on the load of the elements in the

network, shedding light on the reasons they achieve the download performance presented

previously. The producer using PDRM has the second lowest producer load among all

proposals, serving 61.26% of the total requests. As discussed in the previous evalua-

tions, the direct (providers) and indirect (routers) effects of PDRM combine for this. In

numbers, routers serve 28.96% of the requests while the providers satisfy the remainder

9.78%.

Figure 6.7: Providing source distribution in the uniformly distributed content scenario
using PDRM, Data Depot, Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN
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Data Depot obtains the first and third best results regarding producer load with

its two configurations. Because the custodian is always available and can store the full

content catalog, it serves 83.74% of requests on behalf of the producer. The producer

(3.16%) and the routers (13.10%) split the remainder of the requests. The Data Depot

with 200 storage capacity has a slightly worse result compared to PDRM. It reduces the

producer load to 65.53%, relying more on the custodian than PDRM on their providers. In

this configuration with limited storage, Data Depot does not perform greatly because the

producer pushes every produced object to the custodian, independently of their popularity.
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Therefore, it fails to populate the caches with popular content like PDRM. Consequently,

the custodian serves 13.78% of requests while the routers 20.69%, more than 8% less

compared to PDRM.

Vanilla NDN and Data Spot rely only on the producer and routers to distribute

content, even when objects are pushed unsolicitedly. Different from the other mecha-

nism, Data Spot does not use end users to help the dissemination. The results show that

they have nearly the same load distribution with an insignificant variation of 0.08%. The

producer-router ratio of served data is around 79.65%-20.35%. Assuming the Vanilla

NDN results as a baseline, we observe that both PDRM and Data Depot reduce the pro-

ducer load significantly and that PDRM is the only mechanism to improve the cache

efficiency in the network.

Table 6.1: Overhead summary of the mechanisms in the uniformly distributed content
scenario using PDRM, Data Depot, and Data Spot

Proposal Data Interest FIB Changes Improvement
PDRM 11,312.97 10,713.96 10.67 23.13%
Data Depot 100% 52,464.91 52,412.50 104.82 96.12%
Data Depot 20% 52,464.91 52,412.50 104.82 18.19%
Data Spot 462.50 0.00 0.00 0.26%

Lastly, the analysis discusses the overhead produced by each mechanism to obtain

their results. Table 6.1 presents the number of Data and Interest packets generated, FIB

changes, and the download improvement compared to Vanilla NDN. As expected, the ide-

alized scenario of Data Depot with full catalog provides the best results by far. Otherwise,

PDRM achieves the best results, while generating only 20% of the packets and requiring

10% of the topological adjustments made by Data Depot. The difference is that PDRM

selects which content objects are worth replication instead of replicating every produced

object. This decision reduces overhead to the network and improves the download per-

formance by focusing the resources mainly on popular objects. The custodian storage

capacity does not impact the overhead of Data Depot because the producer pushes the

content regardless. Nevertheless, it impacts significantly on the download performance

because of the amount of replaced objects when the storage is full. The overhead of the

Data Spot mechanism corroborates its low efficacy demonstrated in this analysis, repli-

cating less than 1 object in average.
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6.4 Content Clustering

The last scenario studies the performance of the mechanisms to support content

mobility under producer unavailability periods and content locality. More precisely, con-

sumer requests are determined by their locality in a network composed of multiple do-

mains. PDRM is designed to take advantage of the location by probing devices in the

vicinity and pushing content where it is popular. Consequently, PDRM is expected to

outperform the other proposals by placing content objects closer to consumers.

The network topology is a complete graph with 8 nodes, each representing a dis-

tinct domain, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. The producer has a home network and moves

randomly between the domains. When executing PDRM, there is one potential provider

in each domain, totaling 8 in the network. In the case of the Data Depot mechanism, the

custodian is located in the home network of the producer and has a capacity of 1000 and

700 objects (100% and 70% of the catalog respectively).

Figure 6.8: Network topology used in the content clustering scenario
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The catalog has 1008 objects, divided into 9 sets containing 112 objects each.

They represent the local content of each domain and the global content independent of

domains. In each domain, there is a single consumer stream that requests both local and

global content in a proportion of 75% and 25% (BAYHAN et al., 2016). In addition to

the other metrics, we measure the inter-domain traffic, defined by the amount of traffic

flowing between domains.

Figure 6.9 shows the download times achieved when the producer uses each mech-

anism. On average, PDRM outperforms Vanilla NDN and Data Spot by 61.09%. PDRM
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Figure 6.9: Consumer download time in the content clustering scenario using PDRM,
Data Depot, Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN
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boosts the download performance especially with lower producer availability because the

native caching fails to provide adequate content mobility support. Overall, PDRM takes

advantage of content locality in two aspects: it learns about the interested consumers

and pushes objects towards them, and it replicates a larger fraction of objects due to the

catalog division.

PDRM also achieves similar download performance as Data Depot with a cus-

todian storing up to 700 objects. The average download times across all configurations

are 26.424 (PDRM) and 24.572 (Data Depot 70%) seconds. PDRM performs better with

lower producer availabilities (less than 55%) but worse with higher ones. This behavior

is a consequence of the replication strategies adopted by the mechanisms. PDRM repli-

cates popular objects while Data Depot replicates every content object. This brute force

approach may pollute the custodian and caches with unpopular content, reducing their

performance. As expected, PDRM performs significantly worse than Data Depot using

a custodian that stores the entire catalog. This case represents a CDN, in which content

is always available on the network, resulting in an average download time of just 3.846

seconds compared to 26.424 seconds obtained using PDRM.

Figure 6.10 shows the providing source distribution achieved by each mechanism

and helps to explain the download time results. When the producer uses PDRM, its load

is only 19.64%. Different from the previous scenario, the PDRM proactive replication

shows its full effectiveness: the majority of requests are served by the providers (75.96%)
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rather than by the routers (4.40%). This outcome corroborates that PDRM helps the

content dissemination by identifying popular content as well as pushing copies to potential

providers and towards interested consumers.

Figure 6.10: Providing source distribution in the content clustering scenario using PDRM,
Data Depot, Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN
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Data Depot achieves a producer load even lower than PDRM: 29.90% (70% stor-

age size) and 4.40% (100% storage size). The custodian is always available to serve

content and has a storage large enough to store a significant set of objects. As a conse-

quence, the custodian satisfies 56.69% and 83.25% of the requests, leaving the remainder

13.41% and 12.35% for the routers, respectively for 70% and 100% storage sizes. The

results show that the producer using Data Spot and Vanilla NDN has a load of 82.74%,

leaving routers to serve 17.26% of the data. The network topology explains the bad cache

efficiency in disseminating content. Each domain has a single level, responsible for both

caching and inter-domain routing. Since routers have to forward requests and responses

from other domains, they pollute their caches with data not interesting or requested lo-

cally.

The overhead of the mechanisms is presented in Table 6.2. PDRM is the sec-

ond most consuming mechanism, generating almost 40,000 additional Data and Interest

packets while requiring around 39 FIB changes. Compared to Data Depot, the mecha-

nism with the highest overhead, PDRM reduces the number of packets generated and FIB

changes in 25% and 60% respectively, independently of the storage size of the custodian.

Data Spot pushes fewer copies because of the small-sized objects, reducing the chance of
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pending requests when starting a movement. Consequently, it generates little overhead.

Table 6.2: Overhead and data traffic summary of the mechanisms in the content clustering
scenario using PDRM, Data Depot, Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN

Proposal Data Interest FIB Changes External Traffic (% of all traffic)
PDRM 39.4k 39.8k 39.02 336.47 MB (41.83%)
Data Depot (100%) 52.4k 52k 104.42 593.50 MB (77.75%)
Data Depot (70%) 52.4k 52k 104.42 601.85 MB (78.84%)
Data Spot 400.00 0.00 0.00 581.00 MB (76.11%)
Vanilla NDN 0.00 0.00 0.00 581.05 MB (76.12%)

Finally, we examine the external traffic that each proposal generates, also shown in

Table 6.2. The primary goal is to keep traffic within the domain to reduce cost and improve

consumer performance. PDRM has the lowest inter-domain traffic among all proposals,

with 336MB, representing 41.83% of the total traffic in the network. The explanation for

this result is the combination of higher replication percentage and pushing copies towards

the consumers. The other three proposals generate around 581MB, which is 76.12% of

the total traffic. Noteworthy, Data Depot results in more inter-domain traffic, between

601.85 and 593.50MB, because the producer always sends data to the custodian when

replicating.

6.5 Summary

In the PDRM evaluation, we investigated the PDRM operation and performance

under several aspects in four scenarios. First, we quantified the effects of various mobile

providers and in-network cache sizes on the producer, consumers, and network. Then, we

measured the PDRM performance compared two Vanilla NDN and two state-of-the-art

proposals, namely Data Depot and Data Spot, in two scenarios with periods of producer

unavailability: one with content uniformly distributed and the other with content clustered

in areas of interest.

The first analysis indicates that on one extreme, replicating too few objects may

not achieve the full benefits of PDRM. On the other extreme, replicating too many may

pollute the caches with unpopular content. PDRM improves the download performance

gradually when adding the first extra content providers until converging the results when

the number of providers saturates. At this point, which varies according to the network

configuration, PDRM may even fail to achieve its full benefits because of over replication

that potentially pollutes the caches with unpopular content.

The second analysis indicates that PDRM is a complementing feature of NDN’s
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in-network caching. That is, the results show that PDRM works proportionally inverse

to in-network caching. Consequently, PDRM together with NDN provides consistent

download performance independent on the available cache in the network.

The third scenario can be seen as a lower boundary for performance because of the

simplifying assumptions regarding content location. PDRM reduces the download times

compared to Vanilla NDN and Data Spot by 23.13% and Data Depot with 200 storage

capacity by 6.04%. Further, PDRM also reduces the producer load to 65.53%, the second

best among all proposals. As expected, Data Depot with 1000 storage custodian performs

significantly better than any other proposal because it represents a CDN in which content

is always available. Nevertheless, PDRM generates 20% of the Data Depot overhead,

sending less than 12,000 Data and Interest packets and requiring around 11 FIB changes.

The fourth scenario can be seen as an upper boundary for PDRM performance

because it enables the mechanism to evidence its full potential to support content mobil-

ity. Compared to Vanilla NDN and Data Spot, PDRM reduces the download times up

to 61.09%, producer load up to 76.26%, and inter-domain traffic up to 46.50%. It also

achieves similar performance to Data Depot when the custodian has 700 storage capac-

ity but performs worse than Data Depot acting as a CDN. However, PDRM requires no

prior storage investment, consumes fewer resources, and may perform better under certain

conditions.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we investigated how to use proactive and location-aware data repli-

cation to improve the content mobility support in NDN. As the result of the investigation,

we proposed the Proactive Data Replication Mechanism (PDRM) to increase content

availability through data redundancy maintaining efficient use of network and end-user

resources. PDRM differs from other state-of-the-art proposals by learning about its vicin-

ity and using this information to influence the replication decisions. The learning step

is the key feature that allows PDRM to optimize the content replication process for high

dissemination performance and low resource consumption.

PDRM achieves these objectives through three key parameters: vicinity size, repli-

cation degree, and placement policy. PDRM uses the smallest vicinity that contains po-

tential mobile providers. It enables PDRM to replicate content while also limiting the

overhead generated close to the producer. PDRM replicates only those objects in which

users are interested in consuming and becoming potential providers with only one replica.

These decisions reduce the waste of resources on a costly pushing operation and yield the

best cost-benefit ratio. Lastly, PDRM selects a random user from the pool of potential

providers with two purposes in mind. First, it distributes the load on mobile providers,

avoiding overloading any that could be considered the best provider. Second, obtaining

reliable information regarding other users in a mobile environment is very costly and

proved not worth it.

Throughout the thesis, we evaluated PDRM over different aspects. First, we eval-

uated the impact of the number of available providers and in-network cache capacity on

PDRM performance. The conclusions found are that PDRM improves the download per-

formance gradually when adding the first extra content providers until converging the

results when the number of providers saturates. At this point, which varies according to

the network configuration, PDRM may even fail to achieve its full benefits because of

over replication that potentially pollutes the caches with unpopular content. Regarding

the in-network cache capacity, we show that PDRM works proportionally inverse to it,

providing constant performance independent on the available cache.

Then, we concluded the PDRM evaluation with a comparison between PDRM,

Vanilla NDN, and two state-of-the-art proposals, namely Data Depot and Data Spot, in

two scenarios with periods of producer unavailability. The first one has content uniformly

distributed in the network and represents a lower bound for performance. PDRM reduces
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the download times by between 23.13% (Vanilla NDN and Data Spot) and 6.04% (Data

Depot), decreases the producer load to 65.53% while generating an overhead 80% lower

than Data Depot. The second scenario uses clustered content around areas of interest,

representing an upper performance bound. PDRM evidences its full potential in this sce-

nario. Compared to Vanilla NDN and Data Spot, PDRM reduces the download times up to

61.09%, producer load up to 76.26%, and inter-domain traffic up to 46.50%. As expected,

the CDN case (Data Depot with a custodian storing the full catalog) outperforms the re-

mainder mechanisms in both scenarios. In the first scenario, PDRM has similar results

to a custodian storing 200 objects while in the second 700 objects but using significantly

fewer resources and generating smaller overhead.

Overall, the evaluation indicates promising results for proactive replication in the

context of mobility, despite this approach not being suggested in regular networks with-

out mobility (SHARMA; VENKATARAMANI; SITARAMAN, 2013; FAYAZBAKHSH

et al., 2013). As for future work, there are three extension directions: refinement, evalu-

ation, and deployment. PDRM can be refined to infer better content popularity and how

to address it to avoid over replication as well as its economics and how to operate with

multiple producers competing for the provider resources. The second direction considers

how to evaluate PDRM further: different scenarios, such as real-time or streaming appli-

cations, and mobility models (e.g., shorter movement periods). Lastly, PDRM can also

be implemented as a prototype and evaluated more accurately in a testbed.
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APPENDIX A — RESUMO EXPANDIDO

Neste capítulo, apresenta-se um resumo expandido da tese de doutorado. Primeira-

mente, será feita uma introdução e contextualização sobre mobilidade de conteúdo. Em

seguida, será apresentada uma visão geral da proposta, denominada Proactive Data Repli-

cation Mechanism (PDRM). Por fim, serão discutidos os principais resultados obtidos

através da avaliação.

Introdução

O tráfego móvel tem aumentado ano a ano e representa uma parcela considerável

do tráfego de rede. Ao final de 2016, havia 8 bilhões de dispositivos móveis que geraram

7,2 exabytes de tráfego por mês (CISCO, 2017). Esses valores representam um aumento

de quase meio bilhão (429 milhões) de dispositivos e 63% do tráfego mensal em relação

ao ano anterior (CISCO, 2017). Mesmo com essa tendência crescente, a arquitetura da

Internet de hoje não consegue fornecer suporte adequado para a mobilidade de usuários

apesar de mecanismos como Mobile IPv4 (PERKINS, 2010) e Mobile IPv6 (JOHNSON;

ARKKO; PERKINS, 2015). A causa é uma incompatibilidade entre a arquitetura da

Internet e as demandas em constante evolução dos usuários.

Recentemente, novas propostas foram discutidas para mudar significativamente a

arquitetura da Internet. Uma das propostas mais promissoras para atender às demandas

dos usuários, incluindo o suporte à mobilidade de usuários, é a Rede Centrada em Infor-

mação (Information-Centric Networking, ICN) (AHLGREN et al., 2012). Este paradigma

de rede muda de uma abordagem centrada no host (Internet atual) para uma centrada no

conteúdo. A proposta de arquitetura de rede mais proeminente no modelo ICN é a Named

Data Networking (NDN) (JACOBSON et al., 2009).

NDN é uma arquitetura de rede proposta para solucionar as deficiências existentes

da Internet atual, incluindo mobilidade. Inspirado pelo comportamento predominante dos

usuários (ou seja, o interesse dos usuários em conteúdo em vez de fontes ou mecanismos

de entrega), NDN concentra-se no conteúdo, em vez dos hosts, e cria a arquitetura de

rede em torno dele. O desenvolvimento do NDN ganhou uma força considerável com

o apoio da indústria (CAROFIGLIO, 2017; POLAKOS, 2016; ITU, 2017; NSF/INTEL,

2016) e sua contribuição para o trabalho do IRTF ICN Research Group1. No geral, NDN

1<https://irtf.org/icnrg>

https://irtf.org/icnrg
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mostrou ser uma solução promissora para lidar com a tendência crescente de disseminação

de conteúdo e mobilidade (CISCO, 2017) e pare ser o componente central do suporte à

mobilidade na pesquisa e desenvolvimento de redes 5G (ANDREWS et al., 2014).

A arquitetura NDN é projetada para ajudar os produtores a disseminar e man-

ter seu conteúdo disponível. Três recursos destacam-se para suportar a mobilidade de

conteúdo: o conteúdo em NDN é replicável em toda a rede, as caches na rede podem

aumentar o número de cópias de conteúdo e qualquer dispositivo que possua uma cópia

do conteúdo pode satisfazer os pedidos recebidos. Como conseqüência, o conteúdo pode

ter provedores adicionais além do produtor (ou host principal) para sua disseminação.

Por um lado, o design centrado no conteúdo permite que a arquitetura NDN ofer-

eça suporte nativo para a mobilidade de consumidor. O modelo de comunicação empre-

gado é dirigido ao destinatário e sem conexão, o que permite que consumidores retomem

a recuperação do conteúdo após o movimento, apenas re-enviando suas requisições de

forma transparente. Esse suporte é mais simples e eficiente do que MobileIPv6 (JOHN-

SON; ARKKO; PERKINS, 2015). Por outro lado, o design do NDN não é suficiente

para lidar com mobilidade de conteúdo, oferecendo apenas suporte limitado e exigindo

soluções de rede mais complexas para alcançar esse objetivo plenamente (TYSON et al.,

2013; KUTSCHER et al., 2016; ZHANG et al., 2016).

O desafio da mobilidade de conteúdo em comparação com a mobilidade de con-

sumidor é que os objetos devem ser mantidos disponíveis e acessíveis para os consumi-

dores apesar de um possível movimento ou indisponibilidade de seus provedores (ANAS-

TASIADES; BRAUN; SIRIS, 2014). Com a possibilidade de vários provedores para o

mesmo conteúdo em NDN, o conteúdo está disponível se houver pelo menos um prove-

dor de conteúdo com uma cópia dele na rede. Assim, NDN assegura a mobilidade de

conteúdo quando os consumidores podem continuar a recuperar algum conteúdo, ape-

sar da indisponibilidade de uma fração de seus provedores (produtor incluído) devido ao

movimento. Dado o problema apresentado, a seguinte pergunta guia esta tese.

Como melhorar o suporte à mobilidade de conteúdo em NDN usando uma abor-

dagem que tanto beneficiará quanto potencializará as características centradas em con-

teúdo da arquitetura NDN?

Esta tese investiga como usar replicação de dados pró-ativa e com consciência de

localização para melhorar o suporte à mobilidade de conteúdo em NDN. A replicação de

conteúdo pró-ativa é uma abordagem sub-explorada para o suporte à mobilidade de con-

teúdo em NDN e este trabalho estuda formas de implementá-lo de forma a se beneficiar
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ao máximo da arquitetura NDN. Como resultado, é proposto o Proactive Data Replication

Mechanism (PDRM), composto por duas operações: Descoberta da Vizinhança e Envio

de Conteúdo.

O objetivo do PDRM é aumentar a disponibilidade de conteúdo através da re-

dundância de dados com o uso eficiente da rede e dos recursos dos usuários finais. PDRM

é um serviço opcional para produtores móveis replicarem o conteúdo de forma pró-ativa.

Ao contrário das abordagens anteriores, um produtor móvel que usa PDRM aprende sobre

sua vizinhança e usa essa informação para influenciar as decisões de replicação. O passo

de aprendizagem é a principal característica que permite ao PDRM otimizar o processo

de replicação de conteúdo para ter um alto desempenho de disseminação e baixo consumo

de recursos.

O design do PDRM suporta a mobilidade de conteúdo da seguinte forma. A repli-

cação pró-ativa permite que novas cópias de objetos sejam criadas e divulgadas antes que

os consumidores solicitem o conteúdo, o que aumenta o uso de recursos do NDN em uma

distribuição de conteúdo subseqüente. Estar ciente do contexto de localização permite

que o produtor de conteúdo colete informações sobre seus objetos (por exemplo, pop-

ularidade) e outros usuários nas proximidades. Este conhecimento pode ser usado para

inferir quais objetos tendem a se tornar populares e se os usuários finais estão dispostos

a se tornar provedores temporários de tal conteúdo. O armazenamento extra nos usuários

finais ajuda a rede de forma oportunista a aumentar a disponibilidade de conteúdo e mel-

horar a sua disseminação.

É medido o desempenho e sobrecarga do PDRM sob vários aspectos. Na avali-

ação, PDRM e propostas do estado-da-arte sao implementadas no ndnSIM (MASTORAKIS

et al., 2015) para comparação. Na avaliação, é medido o impacto do número de prove-

dores disponíveis e da capacidade de cache da rede no desempenho do PDRM. Por fim, é

comparado PDRM com NDN padrão e propostas do estado-da-arte, Data Spot (WOO et

al., 2014) e Data Depot (JACOBSON et al., 2012), quando há períodos de indisponibili-

dade do produtor.

As principais contribuições da tese são resumidos da seguinte forma.

• Uma investigação detalhada da replicação de dados pró-ativa e consciente de local-

ização para suportar a mobilidade de conteúdo em NDN.

• A proposta do Proactive Data Replication Mechanism (PDRM), cujo principal difer-

encial é aprender sobre a vizinhança para melhorar o suporte à mobilidade de con-

teúdo em NDN.
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• A avaliação do desempenho do PDRM em diferentes configuraçōes de cenários e

comparativamente ao NDN padrão e duas propostas do estado-da-arte (Data Depot

e Data Spot).

PDRM

Nesta seção, é apresentada uma visão geral do Proactive Data Replication Mech-

anism (PDRM), proposta para melhorar o suporte à mobilidade de conteúdo em NDN.

PDRM reduz o impacto da indisponibilidade do produtor na disponibilidade do conteúdo

através da redundância de dados, com o uso eficiente de recursos disponíveis da rede e

dos usuários. Depois que um produtor cria um objeto, ele pode empurrar cópias para

outros usuários, que se tornam provedores. Os resultados esperados são um aumento na

taxa de obtenção de conteúdo e, conseqüentemente, uma melhoria na QoE do consumi-

dor, particularmente seu tempo de download, com sobrecarga limitada para os usuários e

a rede.

PDRM é um mecanismo de replicação pró-ativo, com consciência de localização,

de melhor esforço e baseado em dicas que explora os recursos disponíveis dos usuários

finais na vizinhança. Ele é composto de duas operações: descoberta da vizinhança e envio

de conteúdo. Para lidar de forma pró-ativa com a mobilidade, um produtor pode executá-

las nos objetos de escolha uma ou mais vezes após sua criação. Primeiro, o produtor envia

uma sonda para saber mais sobre os dispositivos próximos e a popularidade do conteúdo

neles. Então, o produtor decide, com base na informação coletada, se deve replicar os

objetos de escolha usando a operação de envio de conteúdo.

A execução do PDRM é ilustrada com um exemplo composto por Alice (produ-

tora), Bob e Carol (usuários na vizinhança de Alice). Figura A.1 apresenta a troca de

mensagens da execução do PDRM. Este exemplo começa com Alice criando o objeto

chamado </alice/foo> e iniciando uma descoberta de vizinhança para ele. Alice transmite

uma sonda a sua vizinhança, que contém Bob (interessado no conteúdo) e Carol (não in-

teressado no conteúdo). Bob responde à sonda recebida com sua chave pública, enquanto

Carol simplesmente descarta a mensagem.

Depois de algum período para coletar as respostas, Alice conclui a descoberta

de vizinhança e usa o conhecimento reunido para replicar o objeto produzido. Neste

exemplo, Alice verifica que só Bob está interessado em se tornar um provedor de </alice/

foo> e envia-lhe uma dica para o conteúdo usando uma mensagem de broadcast com a

/alice/foo
/alice/foo
/alice/foo
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Figure A.1: Diagrama de Tempo da Operação do PDRM

chave pública dele. Quando Bob recebe a sugestão, ele procede a solicitar o objeto usando

o protocolo NDN padrão. Carol também recebe a dica, mas a descarta porque não está

destinada a ela.

Principais Resultados

Ao longo da tese, PDRM é avaliado em diferentes aspectos. Primeiramente, foi

avaliado o impacto do número de provedores disponíveis e da capacidade de cache na rede

no desempenho do PDRM. As conclusões encontradas são que PDRM melhora gradual-

mente o desempenho do download ao adicionar os primeiros provedores de conteúdo

extra até convergir os resultados quando o número de provedores satura. Neste ponto, que

varia de acordo com a configuração da rede, PDRM pode até mesmo deixar de obter o

melhor desempenho devido à replicação excessiva de objetos, que potencialmente polui

as caches com conteúdo impopular. Em relação à capacidade de cache na rede, é mostrado

que PDRM funciona inversamente proporcional às caches, oferecendo desempenho con-

stante independente da cache disponível.

Em seguida, a avaliação do PDRM é concluída com uma comparação entre PDRM,

NDN padrão e duas propostas do estado-da-arte, Data Depot e Data Spot, em dois cenários

com períodos de indisponibilidade do produtor. O primeiro tem conteúdo uniformemente

distribuído na rede e representa um limite inferior para o desempenho. PDRM reduz os
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tempos de download entre 23.13% (Vanilla NDN e Data Spot) e 6.04% (Data Depot),

diminui a carga do produtor para 65,53% e gera uma sobrecarga 80% inferior ao do Data

Depot. O segundo cenário usa conteúdo agrupado em torno de áreas de interesse, rep-

resentando um limite superior de desempenho. PDRM evidencia todo o seu potencial

neste cenário. Comparado com o NDN padrão e Data Spot, PDRM reduz os tempos de

download até 61,09%, carga do produtor até 76,26% e tráfego inter-domínio até 46,50%.

Como esperado, o caso da Content Delivery Network (Data Depot com um armazena-

mento para o catálogo completo) supera os mecanismos restantes em ambos os cenários.

No primeiro cenário, PDRM tem resultados semelhantes ao Data Depot armazenando 200

objetos, enquanto no segundo 700 objetos, mas utiliza significativamente menos recursos

e gera menor sobrecarga.

Em geral, a avaliação indica resultados promissores para a replicação pró-ativa no

contexto de mobilidade, apesar dessa abordagem não ser sugerida em redes regulares sem

mobilidade (SHARMA; VENKATARAMANI; SITARAMAN, 2013; FAYAZBAKHSH

et al., 2013). Quanto a trabalhos futuros, existem três direções de extensão: refinamento,

avaliação e implantação. PDRM pode ser refinado para inferir melhor a popularidade do

conteúdo e como lidar com ela para evitar a replicação excessiva, bem como sua economia

e como operar com vários produtores concorrentes para os recursos dos provedores. A

segunda direção considera como continuar a avaliação do PDRM: cenários diferentes,

como aplicações em tempo real ou de streaming, e modelos de mobilidade (por exemplo,

períodos de movimento mais curtos). Por fim, o PDRM também pode ser implementado

como um protótipo e avaliado com mais precisão em um testbed.
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Abstract—Named Data Networking (NDN) is a novel architec-
ture expected to overcome limitations of the current Internet.
User mobility is one of the most relevant limitations to be
addressed. NDN supports consumer mobility by design but fails
to offer the same level of support for producer mobility. Existing
approaches to extend NDN are host-centric, which conflicts
with NDN principles, and provide limited support for producer
mobility. This paper proposes a content-centric strategy that
replicates and pushes objects proactively, and unlike previous
approaches, takes full advantage of NDN routing and caching
features. We compare the proposed strategy with default NDN
mechanisms regarding content availability, consumer perfor-
mance, and network overhead. The evaluation results indicate
that our strategy can increase the hit rate of objects by at least
46% and reduce their retrieval time by over 60%, while not
adding significant overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile traffic has been increasing yearly and has now
become a central part of computer networks. In 2014, 7.4
billion mobile devices increased their monthly traffic by 69%
compared to 2013, generating 2.5 exabytes per month [1].
Despite this growing trend, today’s Internet architecture fails
to provide an adequate user mobility support with mechanisms
such as Mobile IPv4 [2] and Mobile IPv6 [3].

Named Data Networking (NDN) [4], a network architecture
proposal, aims to address some of the Internet current short-
comings, including support for user mobility. There are three
key elements in NDN: content, users, and routers. Content is
comprised of objects, which are single pieces of information.
Users are entities that can produce, provide or consume
objects. Routers are (static) devices which route and forward
packets. They do not consume nor produce content, but can
cache objects and provide them to interested consumers.

User mobility represents a challenge because users are
associated with a device, which has limited resources (e.g.
storage, bandwidth, battery), and which can be unavailable
for a period of time before reappearing somewhere else. NDN
natively supports consumer mobility: when mobile consumers
move on an NDN network, they do not need to restore
connections, sessions or update their locations. Instead, it is
enough to re-send interest requests for non-retrieved data to

fetch the desired content objects, which is possible because
objects are idempotent, and NDN does not rely on end-
to-end communication. In contrast, NDN does not support
producer mobility. The difference compared to the consumer
mobility is that the producer has to maintain the content
objects available and provide them to requesters in spite of
its possible movement or unavailability [5].

Producer mobility can be divided into two distinct periods:
unavailability and re-attachment. While the former is charac-
terized by the producer’s lack of network connectivity during
movement, the latter refers to the process of rejoining the net-
work and restoring producer connectivity. The unavailability
period is a more relevant research challenge, for it lacks proper
support in current NDN. The latter period, in contrast, can be
reasonably addressed through announcement messages.

In this paper, we focus on supporting producer mobility
in NDN by keeping the content available. We propose a
strategy based on a straightforward principle: proactively and
efficiently replicating content by pushing it according to a
placement policy. Its objective is to reduce the negative effects
of producer mobility into content availability, without incur-
ring significant performance loss for consumers nor overhead
to the network. Unlike previous proposals, our strategy follows
NDN principles and leverages its key features to overcome the
loss of content availability induced by producer mobility.

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we
propose a strategy to handle producer mobility in NDN based
on data replication and aligned with NDN core principles.
The strategy is able to keep content available despite producer
mobility, with limited overhead. Second, we perform a de-
tailed evaluation to study in which conditions data replication
improves producer mobility support in NDN. The analysis
focuses on understanding the impact of three key parameters
of the strategy: vicinity size (producers knowledge about
the network), replication degree, and placement policy. We
measure their effects in two scenarios: a simpler case with
a single producer, to highlight the effect of each strategy
parameter; and one with multiple producers, to measure the
effects of widely using the strategy, looking at the impact of
the producers’ local decision on the global results achieved.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II978-1-5090-0223-8/16/$31.00 c© 2016 IEEE
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presents the state-of-the-art in NDN producer mobility. Sec-
tion III describes the proposed strategy to handle producer mo-
bility via data replication. Section IV presents the methodology
used in our work to evaluate the proposed strategy. Section V
discusses the results and main findings. Section VI concludes
this paper and discusses future work.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART

In this section, we present and discuss the most recent
advances in supporting the producer unavailability period in
NDN. First, we define more precisely what is the unavailability
period and discuss ways a network architecture can address it.
Then, we organize existing proposals into four categories and
discuss each one of them.

A. Unavailability Period

The unavailability period occurs when the producer is
unable to provide its content. A network architecture can
address this in three ways: provide no support, reduce the
producer unavailability through host-centric mechanisms, or
keep the content available through content-centric ones. These
three alternatives are discussed next.

The simplest approach is not to provide any extra producer
unavailability support. In other words, the network architecture
does not have any feature to aid the producer in keeping
itself or its content available during this period. This lack of
producer mobility support is detrimental to applications that
require the producer (or its content) to be accessible most
of the time. Nevertheless, this approach can be acceptable in
scenarios where the producers move but remain connected.

The second way focuses on reducing the producer unavail-
ability via host-based mechanisms. The network architecture
can use seamless mobility or connection restore. The former
aims at minimizing the unavailability during a hand-off. The
latter stores the communication when the producer is unavail-
able and restores it once the producer rejoins the network.

The third and last way, content-centric, keeps the content
available despite the producer mobility. A network architecture
usually employs data replication and caching to fulfill this
goal. This kind of approach is seen in Content Delivery
Networks (CDN), Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), and NDN.
This approach enables other network elements besides the
producer to provide the requested data.

B. NDN Proposals

The NDN architecture does not address producer unavail-
ability by design. Recent proposals to extend it can be sepa-
rated into the following categories: (i) proactive content push,
(ii) store and forward requests, (iii) use of NDN default or
extended support, and (iv) use of non-NDN techniques.

Proactive push. [6] aims at maintaining the content avail-
able through proactive replication, instead of keeping the
producer available at all times. It focuses on the case that the
producer moves during a data transfer. Prior to moving, the
producer pushes data proactively towards the requester. The

router that receives the data stores it, enabling future requests
to be satisfied on behalf of the producer.

Store and forward requests. This category focuses on
avoiding the loss of requests and the need for consumers
to re-issue them. [7]–[11] propose the addition of a network
element responsible for storing requests when the producer is
unavailable and forward them once the producer returns. The
difference between them is how requests are forwarded when
the producer returns: updating the FIB tables [8], using an
indirection point [7], existing NDN features or a combination
of them [9]–[11].

Using NDN default communication or extending its
messaging protocol. [12], [13] map persistent and temporary
data names of mobile producers. The producer updates its
binding information through the existing NDN messages. [14]
uses the NDN messaging protocol to notify the network when
it detects a degradation in the current link signal caused by
movement. The notification allows the routers to react and
maintain the reachability toward the producer. [15] proposes
Kite, a scheme that uses routable anchors to track the producer
movement. It extends the NDN protocol, using PIT entries to
create breadcrumbs from the anchor to the producer through
the use of traceable interest packets. [16] proposes a solution
based on name resolution that extends the interest packets to
contain a hint of where the content might be located.

Non-NDN techniques for mobility support. [17] uses
greedy routing, which can coexist with NDN default routing
protocol, combined with indirection points. [18] proposes
Auspice, a global name service to provide a low lookup
latency, small update cost, and high availability. Despite not
focusing on NDN, the solution can be applied to name-based
communication such as NDN. [19] combines Software Defined
Networking (SDN) with NDN to perform global and local FIB
updates. It reduces the cost of routing information updates by
limiting its scope when handling mobility.

Unlike previous work, host-centric, the proposed strategy
supports producer mobility in a content-centric fashion by in-
creasing the availability of its content in the network. Although
[6] refers to a similar idea, it is a very limited study. Related
proposals provide limited support for producer mobility to date
and their designs conflict with NDN principles [4].

III. DATA REPLICATION STRATEGY

In this section, we present our proposed strategy to address
producer mobility in NDN through data replication. The over-
all objective of the proposal is to increase the content availabil-
ity and minimize the impact of the producer unavailability. It is
based on a straightforward principle, i.e. proactive replication
of content by the producer. When a producer creates a content
object, it may push one or more replicas to other users.
The strategy has five aspects, to be discussed: (i) vicinity,
(ii) content push operation, (iii) data replication degree, (iv)
content placement policy, and (v) producer re-attachment.

A. Vicinity
The vicinity of a device is defined as the set of nodes whose

distances from the device are less than or equal to a threshold.
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It can vary from the direct neighbors to the complete network.
In the current NDN, a user device knows only about the router
to which it is connected, which is the same as having threshold
one.

We argue that a producer can benefit from a larger view and
information about other devices. The proposed strategy ex-
tends NDN by expanding the device view to a vicinity, whose
size varies with the topology and the device threshold. Useful
information can be the availability of other devices, the interest
on the content object, or the number of existing replicas in the
vicinity to infer their popularity or rarity. Presently, we focus
on the availability of devices. The producer attempts to obtain
such information about devices in its vicinity, keeping it as
soft state, and influencing the placement of content objects.

B. Content Push Operation

The concept of pushing data does not exist in the current
NDN architecture, as the content dissemination in NDN is
reactive rather than proactive (receiver-driven). There are two
alternatives we could use to provide pushing in the NDN archi-
tecture: through unsolicited data or hints. They are exemplified
in Figure 1.

1. Unsolicited Object Data

1. Object Hint

2. Object Interest Request

3. Object Data

(a) Unsolicited Data

1. Unsolicited Object Data

1. Object Hint
2. Object Interest Request

3. Object Data

(b) Hints

Fig. 1. Pushing operation using unsolicited data or hints

In the first alternative (Figure 1(a)), the producer has to
‘force’ the content to some other devices. This operation could
be achieved by changing the router protocol to add new packet
types or semantics, allowing producers to send their content
to any other device on the network at any given moment.
However, this alternative goes against the NDN principle of
receiver-driven communication and is less secure.

Therefore, we consider a second alternative (Figure 1(b)),
in which producers suggest to other devices that they should
request a given content object. A device that receives the
indication may follow it or not. In the case of using the tip, the
user requests the content and retrieves it from the producer.
This alternative is implemented at the application layer, which
makes it compatible with the NDN architecture design. Its
downside is the number of exchanged messages (two interest
and one data packets) and the time to complete the operation,
which decreases the content dissemination performance.

C. Data Replication Degree

For each content object created, the producer decides how
many copies to push, to improve availability. Considering the
potentially high cost of this operation for both the producer
and the network (e.g. a single replica will double the object
transmission cost for the producer), we expect only small

replication degrees (1-5) to be affordable and, even so, not
applicable to all objects/producers.

Thus, to use network resources efficiently, the number of
copies pushed is inversely proportional to the producer avail-
ability. In other words, a less available producer pushes more
copies than a highly available one. A maximum replication
degree parameter is used to define how aggressive the producer
can push its data; it can take into consideration content
popularity, rarity or available device resources.

D. Content Placement Policy

A producer uses its vicinity and replication degree to build
a ranking of devices to receive a copy of an object. The
ranking is built according to a set of metrics collected from
the vicinity, such as device availability, interest in objects,
movement patterns, and stability. For the moment, we consider
two placement policies: random and availability-based. The
former policy only requires knowledge about the vicinity,
and dispenses with any specific information about the devices
themselves, while the latter takes advantage of device avail-
ability information.

E. Producer Re-attachment

When a producer rejoins the network at a different location,
its content has to be made available to other users. Specifically,
the routers must update their routing information to route
interest requests to the correct producer location. Currently,
the strategy relies on the NDN’s default mechanism to perform
this operation, i.e. each provider re-announces itself at the new
location, and routers propagate this information to converge
their routing tables. This decision adds an announcement cost
and a routing convergence time to the strategy performance.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The evaluation is based on a scenario with the following
characteristics: a network in which every user is potentially
mobile and a producer, users are not always available, content
is user generated, and interest for content objects is location
biased. This section describes the evaluation model, scenarios,
parameters, and metrics.

A. Evaluation Model

The model describes an NDN network with mobility and
serves as the basis to study the proposed strategy to support
producer movement. Its fundamental elements are the devices
and the content objects in the network. A device is charac-
terized by a mobility pattern, interest in content objects, and
available resources. Devices can be either users or routers.
User devices are mobile elements that produce, provide, and
consume content. Routers, static components that form the
network infrastructure, route requests, forward data, and cache
content objects to serve future requests.

A content object is a piece of information with some
popularity that is produced and consumed by users. We assume
that every object has the same size and is composed by
one chunk. The life cycle of a content object consists of its
creation, pushing, request, and caching, as discussed next.
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A content object is created by a user (its producer), which
can execute three actions: satisfy incoming interests for the
object, push it to other devices or announce its availability.
We assume that each user has a home network, which is
pre-configured in the routers. As a result, the producer only
announces an object creation when away from its home
network.

After creating a content object, the producer can push it
to other devices. The producer decides how many replicas are
created and where they are placed in the network based on the
strategy description in Section III-D. Each device receiving
a copy of the object becomes a provider of this object,
announces its possession, and can satisfy future interests for
it. The routers in the path between the producer and a new
provider store a copy in their cache and update their routing
information for this content object with the new provider.

Whether an object was pushed or not, it may be sought by
a consumer request. In the evaluation, we consider static con-
sumers only, which means they do not move while receiving
an object. When users request objects, they retrieve data from
the closest provider, according to the routing information in
routers. If a router in the path has the object in its cache, it
will provide the data for the consumer instead of the provider.
During the retrieval, the content object is cached in the routers
in the path between the provider and the consumer. If not a
single provider is available during the request, the retrieval
fails, and the consumer re-issues a new interest request in the
subsequent interval.

Throughout the lifetime of a content object, its copies may
be cached by both users and routers. Users can retrieve any
content object they desire but only become providers of the
subset of objects that they decide to announce. Routers cache
every data that goes through them. The cache of every device
has a maximum size, which forces the device to replace old
entries using LRU when caching an object in an already full
cache. Further, a cache entry in a router has a maximum
lifetime to emulate other traffic that goes through it.

B. Scenarios

We employ two scenarios in the evaluation, according to
the number of objects/producers: one or multiple. In the first
scenario, we analyze the benefits of the proposed strategy com-
paring it with default NDN. Further, a sensitivity analysis is
performed to understand the impact of the primary parameters
of the proposed strategy: vicinity size, replication degree, and
placement policy.

The second analysis studies how our strategy works on
a larger scale, with multiple content objects and producers.
The strategy parameters used in this scenario are based on
the results obtained from the previous analysis. The proposed
strategy executes locally in each producer without a global
view of the network regarding the available resources and
object placement. Throughout this scenario evaluation, we
investigate whether the strategy can achieve good global
results solely based on local decisions of each producer.

C. Topology & Workload

The model is implemented as a discrete simulation1. The
topology is based on a random geometric graph, which covers
a square area. The topology is composed of 33 routers and
56 links between them with a homogeneous latency of 10ms.
The topology has an average shortest path of around 3.83
hops, its eccentricity (the largest shortest path between any
two vertices) is 10 hops, and the clustering coefficient (how
grouped are the nodes) is 48%. The network has 750 user
devices uniformly distributed, averaging around 23 users per
router [20]. The simulation is executed over 240 time steps,
each representing around 1 minute.

The mobility model parameters describe how users move
through the network. The user behavior is described by active-
inactive cycles [21], and its movement is modeled using the
Graph-based Random Waypoint Model [22]. User behavior is
a sequence of successive sessions, characterized by periods of
connectivity (i.e. active session) and inactivity (i.e. movement).
The session duration follows the distribution measured in [21],
in which 75% of the sessions are up to 7 minutes and 92%
are shorter than an hour. It is roughly represented by a Pareto
distribution with a shape of 0.38 and scale of 0.18. We assume
that the longest session lasts at most 80 time steps (or minutes).
Users move in a subset of between 2 and 9 routers (possible
locations) uniformly distributed in the network [23]. They
move between their possible locations following the graph
paths at a random speed between 1 and 5 time steps per hop
[21].

The workload of the simulation is based on User-Generated
Content (UGC) [24]. Either one or multiple content objects
are produced according to the evaluation scenario. In the case
of multiple objects, 250 content objects are created, which
results in 20% of producers in the network. All objects of
the catalog have the same size of 10MB and are formed by
a single piece of data. Their popularity distribution follows
a Zipf distribution with α = 0.44. This results in a long-tail
of unpopular objects, characteristic of User-Generated Content
[25]. In the context of UGC, consumers are concentrated based
on their geo-location. In the evaluation, 75% of consumers of
an object are grouped in an area whereas the rest is randomly
distributed in the network [18]. The cache size of each device
stores 1% (default value for NDN) of the maximum catalog
size, and in-network caches have a lifespan of 3 time steps
to simulate other traffic on the network. Besides the data
objects, there is also non-cacheable control objects for the
vicinity learning and content announcement, whose size are
10KB each.

The vicinity parameters are varied between 1 (default NDN
and without the strategy) and 11 hops (complete view of the
network). The maximum replication degree varies between 1
and 6 replicas. The strategy selects either a random or the best
available device to push content to.

1The source code, input, and output files are available in https://github.com/
mblehmann/noms-2015
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D. Metrics

We evaluate three aspects of the strategy: content avail-
ability, consumer performance, and overhead. The following
metrics are used to evaluate them:

• Content Hit Rate: the percentage of successful retrievals
of content by the consumers. A higher hit rate indicates
that the content has a higher availability.

• Content Retrieval Time: the average time for consumers
to retrieve a content object from the closest provider. If
no copies are found, the time of a failure request attempt
(i.e. the time to send a request to the producer) is added
to the overall retrieval time. This metric also includes
provider announcement time.

• Number of Packets: the network overhead. A higher
number of packets results in more traffic in the network,
which in turn can cause congestions and delays. We
measure the number of packets required for vicinity
learning, pushing, and announcement separately.

• Data Volume: how much bandwidth is consumed. This
metric complements previous one to describe the over-
head caused by our strategy. A higher data volume
can saturate the network bandwidth usage, and hence
decreases its overall performance. The data volume takes
into consideration both the packet size and the distance
traveled.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we first present and discuss the results for the
single producer scenario, followed by the one with multiple
mobile producers.

A. Single Producer Scenario

The goal of this analysis is first to quantify how well
NDN supports producer mobility and compare it with the
proposed strategy. In addition, it aims to assess the impact of
the parameters vicinity size, placement policy, and replication
degree on the strategy performance.

1) Vicinity Size: Figure 2 shows how the vicinity size and
placement policies influence on content hit rate and retrieval
time. When the vicinity size is set to one, the strategy is
not executed because the producer knows only the router to
which it is connected and does not know any device to push
data to. Because of the topology properties, a vicinity of size
eleven guarantees that the producer will have a full view of
the network2. Regarding the placement policies, we evaluate
two policies: random, and longest available device.

With the NDN’s default settings, producer mobility causes
the content to have a low availability. The content achieves
a hit rate just over 60%, as shown in Figure 2(a). The
consequence of the content unavailability also reflects on the
consumer performance. When consumers are unable to retrieve
the content, their request times out and they need to issue a
new interest request. The results presented in Figure 2(b) show

2Note, a producer with a vicinity of size nine or larger may have complete
knowledge about the network due to its topological position.
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Fig. 2. Hit rate and retrieval time results varying the vicinity size

that consumers take about 282ms to retrieve an object due to
this behavior.

Expanding the vicinity to two generally allows the producer
to discover other devices and push data to them. The results
improve significantly compared to those with default NDN,
as shown in Figure 2. By pushing one replica of the content
object, the producer increases the content hit rate from 60%
to around 89%. It also reflects on the consumer performance
because it reduces the chance of not being able to find the
desired object. As a matter of fact, the copy reduces the
consumers retrieval time by 60% from 282ms down to 111ms.

Figure 2 also shows the effects of the placement policy
variation. The placement policy based on availability takes
into consideration the remaining time of the devices’ current
session to find those that will stay the longest in the short term.
Regardless of the vicinity size, the impact of the availability-
based placement policy was negligible in comparison to the
random. Analyzing the results with vicinities whose threshold
lies between two and eleven, we see that the results vary
between 88% and 93% for hit rate, and 108ms and 122ms
for retrieval time without a clear trend.

The producer’s extra knowledge did not improve the results
due to the combination of poor information quality and the net-
work dynamics. For simplicity, the producer learns only about
the current session of another device. Besides, the fact that
session durations are independent, it is not possible to predict
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the duration of future sessions of a given device. Hence, for the
sake of the evaluation, the availability information of a device
is not useful in the medium and long-term. So, in the remaining
analysis, we present only the results for the random device
policy. Note, however, that the proposed strategy allows a
producer to leverage network properties and availability profile
of devices to improve content placement.

The results of the network overhead caused by our strategy
in terms of processing and bandwidth are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3(a) shows that a larger vicinity requires more packets
to learn about other devices due to the higher number of known
devices. The more packets created, the more processing a
router requires to route and forward them, which may overload
the network. Because of the network topology and its cluster-
ing coefficient of 48%, each expansion of the vicinity slightly
increments the number of known devices. In comparison, a
highly clustered topology would exponentially increase the
number of vicinity packets sent in the first steps and then
quickly converge to the maximum value. From a vicinity
of size nine onwards a producer can have a complete view
of the network, which explains why the number of packets
for the vicinity learning converges at a vicinity of size nine.
We also see that the number of packets for the pushing and
announcement operations does not vary with different vicinity
sizes.
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Fig. 3. Network overhead results varying the vicinity size

To have a better understanding of the actual network
overhead, the data volume generated by the producer is also

analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 3(b). The dominant
aspect in the data volume is the pushing operation. The
minimum value obtained for the data volume overhead is
20MB, which is achieved by pushing the 10MB-sized object to
a device two hops away. As the vicinity size expands, the data
overhead of pushing just one replica increases up to 60MB
(six times the original object) because the producer may push
a replica farther away, which consumes more resources. The
data volume depends directly on the object size and the travel
distance. Since the producer pushes the replica to a random
device, the results reflect the average distance of the known
devices in the vicinity. In the evaluation, the data volume
growth is almost linear due to the network topology and
uniform device distribution. If the producer uses a different
placement policy (e.g. one that favors closer devices), the
network has a different topology or devices have another
distribution pattern the growth might not be linear. Learning
about other devices in a small vicinity does not add significant
data to the network, but as it is expanded the data volume
overhead becomes a relevant factor. With a complete view of
the network, the producer may generate an extra 6MB to learn
about other devices.

The results of combining the cost and benefits analysis
show that a vicinity of size two is the best choice. The
producer increases significantly the hit rate and reduces the
consumer retrieval time by knowing at least one device to
push a replica to. The small vicinity does not add significant
overhead because it restricts the communication close to the
producer, hence reducing the overall resource consumption of
the network. In the remainder analysis, a vicinity size of two
is assumed.

2) Replication Degree: Figure 4 shows the results for hit
rate and retrieval time with a different number of maximum
replicas pushed by the producer. As we can see in the results
shown in Figure 4(a) when the producer pushes at least one
copy it increases the content hit rate from 60% with default
NDN to 89%. It reflects directly on the consumer performance
presented in Figure 4(b), where the retrieval time is reduced
by 60% from 282ms to 111ms.

When the producer pushes more than one copy to other
devices, it improves further the results. With two copies, the
content hit rate increases from 88% to around 96%. With
three or more copies, the hit rate gain is marginal until it
converges to 99% with six copies. This behavior is also seen
in the consumer performance. Pushing two copies reduces the
retrieval time by 16ms down to 95ms while six copies only
reduce it to 88ms.

It is important to keep in mind that these results are
affected by the availability of devices. In a network with lower
availability, a producer would need to push more replicas to
achieve similar results. On the other extreme, a producer in
a highly available network would require fewer replicas to
obtain the same level of results.

The results for the network overhead when a different
number of replicas are being pushed is presented in Figure 5,
for the number of packets and volume of data exchanged.
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Fig. 4. Hit rate and retrieval time results varying the replication degree

As expected, the more replicas are pushed, the higher the
number of packets and volume of data exchanged. The vicinity
learning is the dominant cost in terms of packets, as seen
in Figure 5(a), despite not varying with different maximum
replication degrees (because it is associated with vicinity).
Also, when the producer pushes more replicas, it sends more
data and creates more providers for the content object, hence
increasing the number of announcements. Keep in mind that
each announcement forces the routers to update their FIB
tables and converge their routing information. As the number
of providers increases due to more replicas, this overhead
could become significantly detrimental to the network.

Regarding the data volume the result is straightforward:
more replicas lead to more traffic in the network, as seen in
Figure 5(b). The data volume added to the network varies from
20MB with one copy until almost 80MB with a maximum of
six replicas. In this evaluation, the strategy may push a number
of replicas up to the maximum replication degree according
to the producer availability, as explained in Section III-C.
Since the vicinity and the object size are fixed in 2 and
10MB respectively, one can infer the average number of
replicas pushed. For instance, the 80MB data overhead, with
the maximum replication degree of six, indicates that only
four replicas were pushed in average because of the producer
availability. The data volume generated by the vicinity or
announcement operations are negligible in comparison to the
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Fig. 5. Network overhead results varying the replication degree

pushing one.
The conclusion of the replication degree analysis is that

pushing a single copy is enough to achieve most of the ben-
efits. Pushing the second copy improves further the producer
mobility support. However, pushing three or more copies only
increases the results marginally. The network and producer
overheads are proportional to the number of replicas pushed,
which can be adjusted to find a balance between the benefits
obtained and the overhead.

B. Multiple Producers Scenario

The second analysis focuses on evaluating the strategy in
a scenario with multiple objects produced. Figure 6 shows
the results for both hit rate and retrieval time. Throughout
the analysis, the objects are classified in terms of availability
according to their hit rate, compared to the average device
availability of the network (60%). So, we define the following
levels according to the hit rates: (a) low, for less than 50%;
(b) medium, for hit rates between 50% and 70%, inclusive,
and (c) high, for cases above 70%.

With default NDN support to mobility, the content objects
have an average hit rate of 61%, as shown in Figure 6(a).
The lack of producer mobility support by NDN causes a
high variance on the hit rate of content objects, which is
determined by the producer availability. Observe that the
distribution between high, medium and low availability levels
is approximately 40-20-40%, respectively. These results show
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that the NDN default mechanisms are not enough to provide at
least a medium availability (network average availability) for
nearly 40% of the objects in the network. Further, the poor
availability reflects on the consumers’ retrieval time, shown in
Figure 6(b). The average time to retrieve a piece of content is
360ms. Despite around 24% of objects being quickly retrieved
in between 100 and 150ms, more than 45% of the catalog
takes more than 300ms (1.15 times the maximum RTT of the
network).
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Fig. 6. Hit rate and retrieval time results with multiple content objects

When at least one replica is pushed for each produced
content object, the overall hit rate improves significantly to up
to 91%. The strategy provides effective support to producer
mobility through the replicas. They allow more than 88% of
objects (in the worst case) to have a high availability. Although
the strategy fails to provide a high hit rate to every object in
the system, it limits the low available objects to only 4% in the
worst case. The higher hit rate causes consumers to retrieve
the objects faster (evidenced by the average retrieval time of
170ms). The percentage of objects that are retrieved in under
150ms increases from 24% to 64%. The fastest retrieval time
is around 125ms (25ms higher than with default NDN) due
to the announcement convergence time caused by the extra
providers in the network. Lastly, the strategy is able to reduce
down to just under 6% the percentage of objects that takes
more than 300ms to be retrieved.

Although an increase in the number of pushed replicas
is beneficial to producers, the gains obtained by each new

replica decreases exponentially. Despite pushing more copies
marginally improves the results for the average producer as
shown in Section V-A2, it allows more producers (especially
those with low availability) to achieve better results and
highly improve the availability of their content. If the network
overhead caused by five replicas can be afforded, the average
hit rate rises to 98%, and the number of objects with medium
or low availability is reduced to only 2% (or 5 objects). The
average retrieval time of objects decreases slightly to 140ms
and only 3 objects take more than 300ms to be retrieved.

The network overhead has a similar trend as the one
presented in the replication degree evaluation. The vicinity
cost has a small variance between producers because of the
device distribution in the network. In average, each producer
knows about 18 and 21 devices in the vicinity. The pushing
and announcement costs, on their turn, grow according to
the number of replicas. The overhead is measured during
four simulated hours over a network composed of 33 routers.
Pushing one replica for each object adds 5860 packets (repre-
senting a volume of 5GB). When the strategy pushes up to five
replicas, theses values increase to 7738 packets and 17.5GB.
The highest overhead measured adds roughly 234 extra packets
per router and 1.2MB/s extra traffic in the network.

These results demonstrate that the presented strategy adds
homogeneous and equal support to every content object. Even
though each producer pushes its objects only using local
information, the proposed strategy allows over 88% of objects
to remain available under producer mobility. This is a very
positive result, considering producers compete for limited
network resources without a global coordination, and their
local decisions may impact negatively on each other.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel content-centric strategy
to support producer mobility in NDN. It leverages key features
of NDN to overcome the loss of content availability induced by
producer mobility. The key insight is to replicate proactively
content by pushing it according to a placement policy. A
detailed evaluation of the strategy and its parameters was
performed to understand better the trade-offs associated with
replicating objects in support to mobility.

We showed that NDN does not support producer mobility
adequately, as expected, presenting poor average hit rate (only
60% of requests to objects can be satisfied). Then, we showed
the proposed strategy can improve the hit rate by 46% and
reduce the retrieval time by 60%. When there are multiple
producers, the strategy reduces the percentage of low available
content objects from 40% (using only NDN) down to 4%. This
benefit is not for free, but the overheads to the network and
producers are limited because the strategy restricts the scope
and number of replicas through the vicinity size and replication
degree.

Regarding future work, we will implement the strategy in
NDN and address the re-attachment process. The evaluation
of the strategy in a real environment will allow us to gain even
more understanding of the strategy.
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improve content availability even in the case of producer mobility. We discuss

the design of PDRM, evaluate the impact of the number of available providers in

the vicinity and in-network cache capacity on its operation, and compare its per-

formance to Vanilla NDN and two state-of-the-art proposals. The evaluation

indicates that PDRM improves content mobility support due to using object

popularity information and spare resources in the vicinity to help the replica-

tion. Results show that PDRM can reduce the download times up to 53.55%,

producer load up to 71.6%, inter-domain traffic up to 46.5%, and generated

overhead up to 25% in comparison to other mechanisms.

Keywords: Named Data Networking, Content Mobility, Data Replication,

Location Awareness

1. Introduction

Mobile content traffic has been increasing year on year and represents a

considerable share of network traffic. At the end of 2016, there were 8 billion

mobile devices that generated 7.2 exabytes of traffic per month [1]. These values

represent an increase of almost half a billion (429 million) devices and 63% of5

monthly traffic compared to the previous year [1]. Even with this growing trend,

today’s Internet architecture fails to provide adequate user mobility support

despite mechanisms such as Mobile IPv4 [2] and Mobile IPv6 [3]. The cause is

a mismatch between the Internet architecture and the constantly evolving user

demands.10

Named Data Networking (NDN) [4] is a network architecture proposed to

address existing shortcomings of the current Internet, including mobility. In-

spired by the predominant user behavior (i.e., the interest of users in content

rather than sources or delivery mechanisms), NDN focuses on content, instead

of hosts, and builds the network architecture around it. The development of15

NDN has gained considerable traction with support from industry [5, 6, 7, 8]

2
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and its contribution to the work of the IRTF ICN Research Group1. Over-

all, NDN has shown to be a promising solution to handle the growing trend of

content dissemination and mobility [1] as well as to be the core component of

mobility support in the 5G research and development [9].20

The NDN architecture is designed to help the producers to disseminate and

keep their content available. Three features stand out to support content mo-

bility: content in NDN is replicable across the network, in-network caching can

increase the number of content copies, and any device holding a content copy can

satisfy incoming requests for it. As a consequence, content can have additional25

providers besides the producer (or primary host) for its dissemination.

On the one hand, the content-centric design allows the NDN architecture

to provide native support for consumer mobility. The communication model

employed is receiver-driven and connectionless, which enables consumers to re-

sume content retrieval after moving by just resending their requests seamlessly.30

This support is simpler and more efficient than MobileIPv6 [3]. On the other,

the NDN design is not sufficient to address content mobility, offering only lim-

ited support and requiring more complex network solutions to achieve this goal

[10, 11, 12].

The challenge of content mobility compared to consumer mobility is that35

objects have to be kept available and reachable for consumers despite a possible

movement or unavailability of its providers. With the possibility of multiple

providers for the same content in NDN, content is available if there is at least one

content provider with a copy of it in the network. Thus, content mobility in NDN

is ensured when consumers can continue to retrieve some content despite the40

unavailability of a fraction of its providers (producer included) due to movement.

In this paper, we propose the Proactive Data Replication Mechanism (PDRM),

an enhancement to our previous proposal [13], to improve the content mobility

support in NDN. The goal of PDRM is to increase content availability through

data redundancy with efficient use of network and end-user resources. PDRM is45

1https://irtf.org/icnrg
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an optional service for mobile producers to replicate content proactively. Unlike

previous approaches, a mobile producer using PDRM learns about its vicinity

and uses this information to influence the replication decisions. The learning

step is the key feature that allows PDRM to optimize the content replication

process for high dissemination performance and low resource consumption.50

We evaluate PDRM in three scenarios to quantify its performance and over-

head. The first two focus exclusively on the PDRM operation, measuring the

impact of the number of available providers and in-network cache capacity on its

performance. The third scenario compares PDRM regarding performance and

overhead to Vanilla NDN and state-of-the-art approaches, namely Data Spot55

[14] and Data Depot [15], in the face of producer mobility and clustered content

locality.

Experiments indicate that overall PDRM improves content mobility support.

The proactive data replication executed by PDRM increases content availability,

which consequently reduces the consumer download time, demonstrated in the60

three scenarios. Regarding the number of available providers, we observe that

the download performance improves as the number of providers increases until

it converges when the providers saturate. Beyond this point, they can even be

detrimental to the content dissemination, reducing the improvement obtained by

PDRM. As for the cache capacity, results indicate that PDRM is complementary65

with in-network caching, resulting in constant performance among all levels of

cache size. Lastly, PDRM reduces download times by 53.55%, producer load

by 71.6%, inter-domain traffic by 46.5%, and generated overhead by 25% in

the comparison scenario. These benefits are indeed the case when producer

availability is low, but much more nuanced when the producer is predominantly70

available.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the concept

of content and its mobility support in NDN. Section 3 presents the state-of-the-

art regarding content mobility support in NDN. Section 4 discusses the PDRM

design to improve content availability. Section 5 describes the methodology used75

in the evaluation of PDRM regarding proposals, scenarios, metrics, and producer
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availability. Section 6 presents the results and discusses the key findings of the

evaluation. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper, laying out future work.

2. Background

In this section, we review the background information related to our pro-80

posal. The discussion begins with the definition of content and follows with the

explanation of the current content mobility support provided by NDN, exposing

its shortcomings.

2.1. Content

Content is the key concept of the NDN architecture, which implements it as85

individual pieces of data called objects. Objects are the basic transfer unit used

for the communication between users and are identified with globally unique and

hierarchical names. To be transferred, objects are divided into fixed-size chunks

and sent as idempotent packets with an embedded cryptographic signature that

can be stored and reused in future requests by any device in the network. With90

these designs choices, chunks, and consequently objects, can be replicable and

cacheable in the network because any element with a copy of them has the

information needed to guarantee data authenticity and integrity.

The mobility of content depends on the status of existing copies in the net-

work and the devices holding them. Initially, there is only the original content95

copy generated by the producer (i.e., the original provider). During the content

lifetime, events may change the number of content copies and their location

in the network. Content availability increases whenever new copies of content

are created in three situations: consumers retrieve objects, providers reconnect

to the network, or routers cache passing packets. Conversely, content avail-100

ability decreases when copies are removed due to users deleting stored objects,

providers disconnecting from the network, or routers evicting cached packets.

The content mobility challenge is to keep content available (i.e., to have at

least one reachable copy of it), minimizing the negative impact of events that
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reduce content availability on consumers’ session continuity. A set of factors105

may affect positively or negatively the availability and dynamics of the copies.

The content popularity impacts the cached content, benefiting popular objects

in detriment of unpopular ones. The passing traffic together with the router

caching policies may result in more stable or volatile cached copies. Lastly, the

user churn impacts the reliability of copies found on end-users.110

2.2. NDN Content Mobility Support

Users and routers are the existing entities in an NDN network, and they

interact with content in different ways. Users are mobile entities that can act

as producers (creating content), providers (serving content data) or consumers

(requesting content objects). Due to their inherent mobility, users can discon-115

nect from the network at any given moment, which makes their stored content

unavailable for other consumers. Routers, on their turn, are static devices in

the network that route INTEREST requests and forward DATA responses. After for-

warding a DATA packet back to the consumer, they can cache it to serve future

requests.120

The NDN architecture provides native in-network caching, which is a data

replication feature that could support content mobility by increasing the number

of content copies in the network. However, the caching alone proves to be

insufficient [10, 11, 12] mainly because of its reactive operation. Since caching

operates based on incoming requests, mobility hampers the initial dissemination125

of content that is unavailable and cannot be found in the network. Given this

limitation, NDN requires additional mechanisms to support content mobility

properly.

3. State-of-the-Art

In this paper, we investigate content mobility support in NDN focused on im-130

proving its availability through content redundancy, known as data rendezvous

approach [12]. There are three strategies to increase the number of object
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copies in the network (and consequently, its availability): Data Caching, Data

Spot, and Data Depot. The first one is a reactive process according to the ob-

served traffic whereas the last two strategies are based on replication, which is135

a proactive operation executed independently (and possibly prior) to consumer

requests.

Proactive replication is currently an underexplored approach in NDN, partic-

ularly when addressing content mobility. Previous work suggests that proactive

replication hardly helps content dissemination and could be replaced by edge140

caching combined with a simple replacement scheme [16, 17]. However, unlike

previous work, we focus on content mobility in ICN, which alters the ratio be-

tween replication cost and miss penalty due to content unavailability. Instead

of a simple cache miss, consumers may fail to obtain an object from the net-

work. Therefore, a proactive replication approach can be effective under these145

conditions and worth the investigation.

3.1. Data Caching

The caching strategy is native in the NDN architecture. Routers cache DATA

responses that they forward back to consumers and use them to satisfy future

requests. The routers decide which DATA packets to store based on caching poli-150

cies, such as Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE), Leave Copy Down (LCD) [18], and

Probabilistic caching [19]. These policies are simple and improve content dissem-

ination (particularly of popular content) without incurring significant processing

overhead to routers. The downside of caching regarding mobility is its reactive

nature, as it caches content already available. If content is unavailable, it is not155

served to consumers and, consequently, not cached by routers.

The routers may also employ more sophisticated caching schemes, with a de-

gree of cooperation and collaboration among them [20, 21, 22]. Their overall goal

is to reduce the overlapping content in the network caches. Consequently, they

improve the overall caching performance by increasing the number of unique160

objects cached. Although these sophisticated caching schemes provide better

performance than simpler ones, they also add higher processing overhead on
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routers and do not change the reactive nature of caching, which is detrimental

when producers are unavailable, and content has not spread in the network yet.

3.2. Data Spot165

The Data Spot strategy associates produced content to particular areas in

the network where the content is useful, usually around its source location. Au-

thors in [14, 23] propose Data Spot based mechanisms that allow producers to

push content to the access router proactively. The proposals are based on two

observations: requests are usually routed to the content source location (espe-170

cially if its availability is uncertain), and the request sequence is predictable

because consumers request object chunks sequentially. Before moving, produc-

ers offload the content data of current incoming requests to the access router as

unsolicited data (i.e., there is no prior request for this data). The access routers

are extended to cache instead of discarding the unsolicited data, keeping the175

content available near its source location to satisfy future requests on behalf

of the content producer. The downside of these proposals is adding UNSOLICITED

DATA packets, which introduce new vulnerabilities to the architecture and do not

guarantee the content availability due to cache volatility.

The mechanism described in [24] is another example of the use of the Data180

Spot strategy. It proposes a vehicular network based on NDN that dissemi-

nates content using a broadcast medium. This characteristic enables any device

nearby the sender to store a copy of the transmitted content data, which results

in content replication around the source location. The devices storing content

can satisfy incoming requests, rebroadcast it to spread further or physically move185

themselves and the content in the network. The proposals based on ad-hoc net-

works are hardly generalizable because they are usually domain-restricted and

tailored for the target environment. That is, they take advantage of particular

characteristics not found in traditional networks, such as the broadcast medium

and routing performed by end-users.190
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3.3. Data Depot

The Data Depot strategy replicates the produced content in fixed servers

independent of the source location that serve the received objects on behalf of

the providers. In other words, it uses the available resources in data centers

instead of those found in users nearby the source location as the Data Spot.195

This strategy is widely deployed currently in CDN and cloud storage solutions

but has been underexplored in the context of NDN. If successfully implemented,

Data Depot has the potential of incorporating those existing application-layer

solutions to NDN’s network layer.

One of the few Data Depot proposals in NDN is a custodian-based solution200

for content sharing, which takes advantage of the producer’s resources across

multiple devices [15]. After producing a piece of content, the producer can

send it to a trusted device that will become its custodian and may serve it in

future requests. The routers are extended to keep a mapping from prefix to

custodian to endpoint, allowing them to find the best content copy according205

to the producer preferences (e.g., prioritize devices with continuous power and

connectivity).

4. PDRM

In this section, we extend the work on [13] and propose the Proactive Data

Replication Mechanism (PDRM) to improve content mobility support in NDN.210

PDRM reduces the impact of producer unavailability on the availability of con-

tent through data redundancy, with efficient use of available network and user

resources. After a producer creates a content object, it can push copies to other

users, which become providers. The expected results are an increase in the con-

tent retrieval rate and, consequently, an improvement to the consumer’s QoE,215

particularly its download time, with limited overhead for users and the network.

4.1. Overview

PDRM is a proactive, locality-aware, best-effort, and hint-based replication

mechanism that explores available resources from end-users in the vicinity. It
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has two key operations, called vicinity discovery and content push. To proac-220

tively deal with mobility, a producer may invoke them on the objects of choice

one or more times. First, the producer sends a probe to learn about surround-

ing devices and the popularity of content in them. Then, the producer decides

based on the collected information whether to replicate the objects of choice

using the content push operation.225

Figure 1: Time diagram of the PDRM operation

The execution of PDRM is illustrated with an example composed of Alice

(producer), Bob, and Carol (users in the vicinity of Alice). Figure 1 presents

the message exchange of PDRM’s execution. This example begins with Alice

creating the object named /alice/foo and triggering a vicinity discovery for it.

If Alice were to create a batch of objects, she could send one vicinity discovery230

message listing all produced objects and receive a list of interesting objects for

each responding user. Alice broadcasts a probe to its vicinity, which contains

Bob (interested in the content) and Carol (not interested in the content). Bob

replies to the received probe with its public key while Carol just drops the
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message.235

After some period to collect the responses, Alice concludes the vicinity dis-

covery and uses the gathered knowledge to replicate its produced object. In

this example, Alice checks that only Bob is interested in becoming a provider

for /alice/foo and sends him a hint for the content using a broadcast message

with his public key. When Bob receives the hint, he proceeds to request the240

object using the default NDN protocol. Carol also receives the hint but drops

it because it is not destined to her.

4.2. Vicinity Discovery

The proactive replication of popular content towards potential consumers

improves its availability and dissemination performance. Thus, the first step of245

PDRM is to obtain relevant context information about the producer location

that might help the replication. Mainly, the producer learns about existing

devices in the vicinity (i.e., the set of nodes within a distance range that can vary

from the direct neighbors to the complete network) and the content popularity

in them. The collected information indicates the objects most likely to be250

requested and their potential consumers.

To discover the vicinity, the producer broadcasts a probe message within a

limited scope. As the response, it receives messages from users in the vicinity

willing to provide the given content on its behalf. If the producer receives no

response, it will not replicate the object due to the lack of interest for the255

content in the vicinity. PDRM can increase the amount of discovered devices

by expanding the vicinity size or enrich the collected knowledge by requesting

extra information about users (e.g., their availability).

All the information gathered is used to influence the object replication and

copies placement. PDRM enables the producer to collect the consumer iden-260

tifier (i.e., its public key), availability percentage, and home network location.

Because of PDRM’s best-effort nature and the unreliability of the data provided

by other users, the producer keeps the collected knowledge as a soft state.

PDRM implements its vicinity discovery operation in NDN by extending
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the NDN INTEREST packet and routers to enable TTL2, strategy selectors, and265

long-lived PIT entries as explained next. To trigger the vicinity discovery, the

producer broadcasts an INTEREST packet with the extended fields TTL and strat-

egy selectors to the reserved namespace /vicinity/<object_name>. The TTL

field contains the packet’s maximum number of hops, restricting the scope of

propagation to the configured vicinity. The strategy selectors, on their turn, de-270

fine which information the producer is requesting from the potential providers

of the content.

The routers are extended to process the reserved namespace /vicinity dif-

ferently from regular INTEREST packets. They create a long-lived PIT entry that

is removed only after its expiration period, allowing the requester to receive mul-275

tiple responses. In comparison, routers consume PIT entries of regular INTEREST

packets after they receive an object that satisfies the request. This modification

extends the lifetime of PIT entries slightly (i.e., few seconds at most), which

should not add new exploits and abuses to the PIT data structure [26, 27, 28].

4.3. Content Push280

After the producer builds a view of the consumer interest in its vicinity

based on the collected information during the discovery period, PDRM decides

how many copies to push (replication degree) and whom to push (placement

policy). Further, as NDN does not have a native pushing primitive, PDRM

also adds a sender-driven communication operation to enable the producer to285

push its content proactively to other devices. Next, we discuss the design and

implementation of these three aspects: replication degree, placement policy, and

push communication.

The increase in content availability obtained by PDRM is related to the

replication degree (i.e., the number of copies pushed). The naive approach290

is to imagine that every object can have multiple copies, making them always

2NDN does not use TTL currently, but the CCN architecture employs it with the purpose

of avoiding loops [25].
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available in the network. However, this approach is unrealistic for three reasons.

First, proactively pushing content can be expensive, especially for producers

with limited resources. Second, the more copies are created, the less effective

they become [13]. Third, spare resources from end-users are finite and shared295

between all producers.

Given these reasons, we expect small replication degrees to be affordable and,

even so, not applicable to all objects and producers. PDRM defines the actual

number of copies pushed based on the measured content popularity. This design

aims at maximizing the benefits of data replication by allocating more resources300

to objects that have higher popularity and are more likely to be requested in

the future. Through the proactive replication, PDRM gives an early start to the

dissemination of the selected content, increasing its future availability despite

the possibility of the producer becoming unavailable.

After deciding how many copies to create, PDRM selects which users in305

the vicinity will receive a copy, enabling them to provide the content. PDRM

uses the simplest approach as default: picking a random interested user in the

vicinity. This policy tends to distribute the load among the set of existing users

and avoids overloading a subset of users considered to be the best providers.

Nonetheless, PDRM can use different placement policies if there is richer in-310

formation about the devices nearby. In that case, the producer ranks the user

responses according to a set of metrics collected when discovering the vicinity.

Lastly, we discuss the sender-driven communication operation added by

PDRM to NDN. It is paramount that such extension does not conflict with

NDN’s design principles, especially its receiver-driven model. In PDRM, the315

producer suggests a given content object to other users. A user that receives

the indication may follow it or not. In the case of using the hint, the user re-

quests the content and retrieves it from the producer using the NDN protocol.

After replicating the object, the producer also relies on the in-network caching

to help its content distribution.320

PDRM’s pushing operation is a hint-scheme implemented at the application

layer that uses the NDN receiver-driven communication primitives and complies
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with NDN design philosophy. Because the producer does not know a name

that reaches the selected user, it broadcasts an INTEREST packet containing the

targeted user identifier (i.e., its public key) to the reserved namespace /hint/325

<object_name>. The reserved namespace /hint does not leave a trail in the PIT

because it does not expect a DATA object in response. Instead, upon receiving a

hint, if the targeted user accepts the suggestion, it retrieves the hinted object

by sending INTEREST packets normally. Otherwise, it justs discards the hint.

4.4. Design Discussion330

PDRM has the following characteristics that differentiate it from other state-

of-the-art proposals: proactivity, locality-awareness, best-effort, hint-

based, and generality. Next, we discuss each of them.

Proactivity. The proactive approach decouples the replication from the con-

sumer requests, enabling producers to decide when to create copies. With this335

design, producers can replicate content before they move even if it was not re-

quested, making content available during the mobility period. Consequently,

PDRM overcomes the reactive nature of caching, which works well with content

that is available or already spread but fails to deal properly with mobile content

that is not disseminated yet.340

Locality-awareness. Being aware of locality enables PDRM to discover spare

resources from other users and the network and use them efficiently. During

the vicinity discovery, PDRM gathers information about the current popularity

of objects, helping decide which of them to replicate. The leverage of nearby

resources and information aims at maximizing the performance gain regarding345

content availability and download time while consuming the least amount of

resources.

Best-effort. The content replication is done in a best-effort fashion and does

not require accurate information from the users in the vicinity. Consequently,

it can be done under any network condition such as high mobility, dynamicity,350

or unreliability.
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Hint-based. The hinting scheme used by PDRM to push content follows the

receiver-driven NDN communication model. It adds a single INTEREST packet

per object at the beginning of the transmission to suggest an object to another

user. Afterward, the content retrieval is done using the default NDN protocol.355

Compared to other approaches that alter the NDN architecture and routers

significantly, the hinting scheme avoids adding vulnerability issues or processing

overhead and still fully benefits from the architectural features (e.g., caching,

routing).

Generality. We argue that PDRM is generalizable and can be used in vari-360

ous application domains. In scenarios where the information and resources are

costly or unreliable (e.g., IoT and VANET), PDRM can replicate content using

limited information of the vicinity and few resources. In conditions with trusted

knowledge and abundant resources (e.g., CDN or cloud-storage applications),

PDRM can leverage them to provide better content mobility support. Hence,365

PDRM can benefit a larger set of users and even be incorporated to NDN as a

native feature.

5. Methodology

The evaluation of PDRM reported in this paper measures the impact of the

number of available providers and in-network cache capacity on the performance370

of PDRM as well as compares PDRM to Vanilla NDN and the state-of-the-art

proposals in a scenario with producer mobility and content clustering. The

evaluation was performed by extending the widely popular ndnSIM simulator

[29].

5.1. ndnSIM Extensions375

ndnSIM [29] is the most complete and realistic NDN simulator available,

enabling every aspect of NDN to be simulated. We extended ndnSIM with the

implementation of a Mobile Producer (MP) application that uses only the NDN

default content mobility support. This case is denoted as Vanilla NDN and is
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the basis for the implementation of PDRM and the two mechanisms based on380

state of-the-art proposals: Data Depot and Data Spot. The extensions added to

ndnSIM are discussed next3.

Vanilla NDN. The Vanilla MP relies solely on NDN native in-network caching

to support content mobility. It performs three periodic actions: start a session,

move, and publish a new object. The first action stops a moving producer385

and initiates a session at the current location, an active period during which

the producer is connected and can provide its content. The second one is the

reverse: the producer stops the current session and begins moving. During a

movement, the producer is disconnected from the network and does not satisfy

consumer requests. The third action produces a new content object and makes390

it available for interested consumers to request it.

PDRM. The MP with the implementation of the proposed mechanism PDRM,

as presented in Section 4. Besides starting a session, moving and, producing

content, it can also proactively replicate its content objects in the vicinity with

the goal of increasing the number of object copies and, consequently, their avail-395

ability. The implementation of PDRM extends the INTEREST packet and routers

to enable producers to collect information about the vicinity as well as proposes

a hint-based content push operation to replicate content.

Data Depot. The Data Depot mechanism is implemented based on the cus-

todian proposal [15]. Its operation is similar to PDRM: the producer pushes400

the created objects to a selected device in the network, making it the content

custodian. The difference between using Data Depot and PDRM is the learn-

ing process of potential providers (or custodians). Data Depot has an a priori

trusted device at some arbitrary location (e.g., its home network) to which all

content is pushed to, similar to a CDN or cloud storage service. In contrast,405

3The source code used in the evaluation is available at https://github.com/mblehmann/

ndnSIM
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PDRM discovers on-demand nearby nodes (in the vicinity) to serve as providers.

Hence, the Data Depot mechanism is implemented as a sub-case of PDRM in

which producers do not execute the vicinity discovery operation but rather have

a previously configured trusted device.

Data Spot. The Data Spot mechanism is based on the proposal that uses unso-410

licited data [14]. Like PDRM, it pushes content in the network to satisfy future

requests. However, Data Spot differs in the content pushing and selection, as

explained next. The mechanism forces content to the access router, instead of

using hints to send it to other users. For that matter, it extends the DATA packet

with an unsolicited data flag that allows it to be sent and cached by routers415

rather than discarded. Concerning content selection, the mechanism decides

what to push based on the content popularity observed from the incoming re-

quests. To obtain this behavior, we extend the MP application to offload the

objects expected to be requested during the unavailability period, just before

moving.420

5.2. Scenarios

We design scenarios to measure the impact of the number of available providers

and in-network cache capacity on the performance of PDRM as well as to com-

pare PDRM with state-of-the-art proposals for content mobility. In all scenarios,

there is a single producer4, which follows an on/off model: it becomes unavail-425

able for some non-negligible period, longer than real-time movement. There are

multiple consumers which, in their turn, continuously request content that is

periodically generated by the producer. Next, we discuss the choice of parame-

ters common to all scenarios. The scenario-specific ones will be presented before

the discussion of each result in the next section.430

Figure 2 illustrates the network topology used in the evaluation. The routers

form a complete binary tree with height 2, representing a content dissemination

4Note that focusing on a single producer does not affect the generality of results as seen

by the similar results obtained using one and multiple producers in our previous work [13].
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tree within a domain, similarly to [17]. The producer is connected to the access

router, represented by the tree root, and two consumers are connected to each

leaf node. Each router in the network can cache up to 1% of the total catalog size435

[30]. All links have the same capacity, with 30ms delay and 10Gbps bandwidth

[31].
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Figure 2: Network topology used in the evaluation

The producer uses one of the content mobility support mechanisms to dis-

tribute its content to consumers. Its availability ranges from 30% to 100%

in each execution and determines the ratio between session and disconnection440

times in mobility periods that last 5 minutes. For instance, a producer with

60% availability has succeeding cycles of session and disconnection that last, on

average, 180 and 120 seconds respectively. Lastly, the producer also creates a

new object periodically every 90 seconds that replaces an existing one from the

catalog, keeping its size constant [32].445

The catalog has a fixed size of 1000 1MB objects with popularity following

a Zipf distribution (α = 0.8) [30]. During the simulation, 968K INTEREST re-

quests are issued, divided into 240K in the warm-up period and 728K in the

evaluation period [30, 22]. The requests for objects are sent following a Pois-

son process (λ = 0.02), resulting in 1 request every 50 seconds. In the case of450
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a failed request, consumers detect a timeout and retransmit it again after the

maximum retransmission timeout of ndnSIM, 225 seconds [29]. In summary,

728 objects composed of 1000 1KB chunks each are requested by 8 different

consumer streams during the evaluation period, which lasts 75 minutes.

In our evaluation, the ratio between content creation and request is 1.8,455

which means that few requests happen between the generation of new objects,

resulting in a high replication cost. If the ratio increases, the replication cost

would be negligible and benefit a larger number of requests. Moreover, NDN

through cache and request aggregation would naturally operate better in dis-

seminating content given the popularity distribution and also benefit PDRM.460

Therefore, we use this ratio in the analysis without loss of generality.

Each of the three mechanisms that extend the Vanilla NDN has different

parameters that affect its performance. For object replication, PDRM uses a

vicinity size of 2, replication degree of 1, and random placement policy [13].

Additionally, when using PDRM, 20 mobile users with availability ranging from465

80% to 100% are connected to the access router. They can become content

providers on behalf of the producer but do not send periodic requests like the

consumers. Data Depot uses a custodian connected to the access router that

stores the last either 700 or 1000 produced objects (70% or 100% of the catalog

respectively). Lastly, Data Spot can send up to 10 objects to the access router470

(its cache size) as unsolicited data.

5.3. Metrics

We analyze both the performance and overhead of each proposal to support

content mobility over several runs. The results presented in the next section

for each metric collected are the average of all runs. The following metrics have475

been measured and evaluated.

Object Download Time. The average time elapsed since consumers re-

quest the first chunk and retrieve the 1000th (last) chunk of an object. This

metric is affected by the content unavailability, which causes timeouts and re-

issue of pending chunks. The download time represents content availability in480
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the network perceived by the consumers.

Served Data Ratio. The average percentage of chunks served by each

existing entity in the network. The result of a chunk request can be either failure

(i.e., never retrieved) or success. In the case of success, one of the many potential

providers may have served the chunk: producer, routers, or a mechanism-specific485

element (e.g., providers and custodian).

Extra Traffic Generated. The amount of traffic generated by the MP

beyond satisfying INTEREST requests from consumers. That is, it measures the

overhead traffic from control and signaling messages (INTEREST packets) as well

as pushed objects (DATA packets).490

FIB changes. The number of modifications in the routing tables required

by each proposal. Some of the proposals rely on announcements on behalf of

the producer and dynamic topological adjustments, which causes an overhead

to the network concerning routes recalculation and FIB reconfiguration.

6. Evaluation495

This section presents and discusses the results obtained from the PDRM

evaluation. As mentioned earlier, we investigate a total of three scenarios. The

first two focus exclusively on the PDRM operation, measuring the impact of

the number of available providers and in network cache capacity on PDRM

performance. The last scenario compares PDRM to Vanilla NDN, Data Depot,500

and Data Spot in the face of varying producer mobility and clustered content.

6.1. Impact of the Number of Available Providers

The first scenario evaluates the impact of the number of potential providers

on PDRM because the mechanism relies on them to replicate content. In-

tuitively, PDRM replication and performance will increase directly with the505

number of providers available. In this analysis, we measure the effects of the

provider pool size on the consumer download time and the fraction of total re-

quests satisfied by the producer, providers, and routers. The results consider a

varying number of potential providers in the vicinity between 1 and 20.
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Figure 3 presents the average download time of consumers given the number510

of available providers in the vicinity. There are 5 curves, each representing the

producer availability between 30% and 70% with a step of 10%. The results

show the impact of both the producer availability and the number of potential

providers on the consumer download time.
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Figure 3: Consumer download time according to the number of potential mobile providers

using PDRM

First, by comparing the curves, we observed that the download times de-515

crease as availability increases, as expected. Second, the results show a similar

pattern independently of the producer availability. As expected, the longest

download times occur when there is a single potential provider in the vicinity

besides the producer. As the number of potential providers increases, the down-

load time gradually decreases until it converges at 10 providers, maintaining a520

similar performance afterward.

The observed behavior indicates a saturation point in which PDRM achieves

the lowest download times and having further providers does not improve perfor-
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mance. In this configuration, the ideal number of potential providers is around

10. Having fewer providers diminishes the chance of users willing to provide525

content, resulting in low replication. In contrast, with larger amounts, the

probability of finding providers to receive replicated objects (even unpopular

ones) is higher. Moreover, replicating too many objects does not improve the

performance significantly while also increases the producer overhead and gener-

ates traffic of unpopular content, which can pollute the caches and affect their530

operation negatively. To minimize this side-effect, PDRM allows a minimum

popularity threshold to be set, limiting the replication even when there are

interested providers in the vicinity discovered in the discovery period.

We now examine the contribution rate of content served by each network

entity, for different numbers of providers, shown in Figure 4. Using PDRM with535

only 1 provider in the vicinity, the producer serves in average 71.25% of the

requests while the remainder is satisfied by the routers (26.21%) and provider

(2.54%). This result indicates two benefits of replicating popular content to re-

duce the producer load: it directly creates new copies on end users and indirectly

creates new copies on routers.540

We see in Figure 4 that when more potential providers are present, their

participation in data distribution increases, varying between 2.53% (1 provider)

and 9.75% (20 providers). The low results are a consequence of a low replication

percentage of objects in this scenario. The producer and router loads follow the

trend discussed during the download time analysis. The producer load decreases545

while the routers load increases as the number of providers increase until its

saturation point. From that point on, the percentage of served content by the

routers decreases because of the potential pollution of caches with unpopular

objects when replicating a larger amount of content. The replacement of popular

objects in the caches reduces their effectiveness and, consequently, increases the550

producer load, as observed in Figure 4 when the number of providers is higher

than 10.

Through the analysis of this scenario, we observe that PDRM requires a

certain pool of providers to operate properly. Ideally, the number of potential
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Figure 4: Providing source distribution according to the number of potential mobile providers

using PDRM

providers and replication percentage should not be too low or high to achieve the555

best results. The best values vary according to the scenario configuration and

are affected mostly by the content popularity distribution, consumer request

rate, and cache capacity.

6.2. Impact of the In-Network Cache Size

The second scenario measures the impact of available in-network caching560

resources on the content mobility support provided by PDRM. The goal of this

analysis is to establish the importance of mobile providers compared to the

in-network caching, a major factor for content dissemination in NDN. Similar

evaluations in the past have considered cache capacities varying between 0%

and 10% of the catalog [30, 22]. We analyze PDRM with cache size values of565

0%, 1%, 2%, and 5% [22].

Figure 5 presents the download time of consumers when the producer uses
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Figure 5: Consumer download time according to the in-network cache sizes using PDRM

PDRM according to four cache sizes. Similar to the previous scenario, there are

5 curves, each representing the producer availability between 30% and 70% with

a step of 10%. The results allow an analysis of the impact of both the producer570

availability and the cache size.

As noted in the previous scenario (§ 6.1), when comparing the curves in

Figure 5, we observe that producer availability is the most important factor for

download times. Nevertheless, it is well-known that more in-network cache will

reduce average download times. We found that caching combined with PDRM575

achieves a better improvement when the producer has higher availability. In the

extreme cases presented in Figure 5, PDRM reduces the download times from

193.80 to 168.34 seconds (30% availability) and from 56.50 to 45.76 seconds

(70% availability). The 25.46 seconds reduction in the first case represents a

13.13% proportional decrease while the 10.74 seconds in the second one account580

for a 19% improvement.

We use Figure 6 to understand further the impact of in-network cache size
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on PDRM. It shows the fraction of requests served by each element (producer,

provider or routers) according to cache size. The results indicate that the

providers and routers complement themselves in reducing the producer load of585

content dissemination. That is, when the routers have less effectiveness (smaller

cache sizes), the providers have a bigger role in serving content. When the

routers have a higher impact (larger cache sizes), the providers have only a

marginal direct contribution disseminating content. In this case, they also have

an indirect positive impact by populating the caches with popular content as a590

side-effect of replication.
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Figure 6: Providing source distribution according to the in-network cache sizes using PDRM

Across all cache configurations, PDRM keeps the producer load between

65.18% (0% cache) and 53.85% (5% cache) on average. With 0% cache, the

providers serve 30.84% of the requests while routers contribute with only 3.96%.

These values are the consequence of the lack of cache on routers and the in-595

creased content availability in the network. Combined, they reduce the effect of

request aggregation, a feature in which multiple data responses are distributed
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with a single interest request.

When caches are added to the network, the providers reduce their direct

participation in the content dissemination but increase their indirect impact by600

populating in-network caches. Numerically, the percentage of content served by

them decreases gradually as the cache size increases: 9.77%, 5.17%, and 0.49%

respectively for 1%, 2%, and 5% cache sizes. Meanwhile, the routers extend

their share in the content dissemination, serving 28.96%, 35.83%, 45.64% of the

requests respectively for 1%, 2%, and 5% cache sizes.605

This analysis shows that PDRM is a complement for the native in network

caching of NDN. The impact of PDRM is inversely related to the amount of

cache available in the network, being more significant the lower the cache sizes

are. Studies in the ICN literature usually consider small caches (around 1%)

[30, 22] as the most representative cases. This configuration results in high610

competition from objects for the limited cache resources, which benefits PDRM

performance greatly.

6.3. Mechanisms Comparison

The third scenario studies the performance of PDRM, Vanilla NDN, and the

state-of-the-art mechanisms to support content mobility under producer mobil-615

ity and content locality. More precisely, consumer requests are determined by

their locality in a network composed of multiple domains. The network topol-

ogy is a complete graph with 8 nodes, each representing a distinct domain, as

illustrated in Figure 7. The producer has a home network and moves randomly

between the domains. When executing PDRM, there is one potential provider620

in each domain, totaling 8. In the case of the Data Depot mechanism, the

custodian is located in the home network of the producer.

The catalog has 1008 objects, divided into 9 sets containing 112 objects

each. They represent the local content of each domain and the global content

independent of domains. In each domain, there is a single consumer stream that625

requests both local and global content in a proportion of 75% and 25% [30]. In

addition to the other metrics, we measure the inter-domain traffic, defined by
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Figure 7: Network topology used for the mechanisms comparison

the amount of traffic flowing between domains.

Figure 8 shows the download times achieved when the producer uses each

mechanism. On average, PDRM outperforms Vanilla NDN and Data Spot by630

61.09%. In this scenario, Data Spot has a nearly identical performance as

Vanilla NDN because its operation is harmed by the object retrieval, which is

done almost entirely in a single RTT. Hence, the Data Spot mechanism does not

have many opportunities to push pending requests to the routers. PDRM, on

the contrary, boosts the download performance especially with lower producer635

availability because the native caching fails to provide adequate content mobility

support. Overall, PDRM takes advantage of content locality in two aspects: it

learns about the interested consumers and pushes objects towards them, and it

replicates a larger fraction of objects due to the catalog division.

PDRM also achieves similar download performance as Data Depot with a640

custodian storing up to 70% of the catalog. The average download times across

all configurations are 26.424 (PDRM) and 24.572 (Data Depot 70%) seconds.

PDRM performs better with lower producer availabilities (less than 55%) but

worse with higher ones. This behavior is a consequence of the replication strate-

gies adopted by the mechanisms. PDRM replicates popular objects while Data645

Depot replicates every content object. This brute force approach may pollute

the custodian and caches with unpopular content, reducing their performance.
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As expected, PDRM performs significantly worse than Data Depot using a

custodian storing 100% of the catalog. This case represents a CDN, in which

content is always available on the network, resulting in an average download650

time of just 3.846 seconds compared to 26.424 seconds obtained using PDRM.
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Figure 8: Consumer download time of the mechanisms comparison using PDRM, Data Depot,

Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN

Figure 9 shows the providing source distribution achieved by each mechanism

and helps to explain the download time results. PDRM reduces the producer

load to only 19.64% due to the effectiveness of its proactive replication: the

majority of requests is served by providers (75.96%) rather than by routers655

(4.40%). In summary, PDRM helps the content dissemination by identifying

popular content as well as pushing copies to potential providers and towards

interested consumers.

Data Depot reduces the producer load even more than PDRM, to 29.90%

(70% storage size) and 4.40% (100% storage size). The custodian is always660

available to serve content and has a storage large enough to store a significant set
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Figure 9: Providing source distribution of the mechanisms comparison using PDRM, Data

Depot, Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN

of objects. As a consequence, the custodian satisfies 56.69% and 83.25% of the

requests, leaving the remainder 13.41% and 12.35% for the routers, respectively

for 70% and 100% storage sizes.

Data Spot and Vanilla NDN reduce the producer load to 82.74%, making665

routers serve 17.26% of the data. The network topology explains the bad cache

efficiency in disseminating content. Each domain has a single level, responsible

for both caching and inter-domain routing. Since routers have to forward re-

quests and responses from other domains, they pollute their caches with data

not interesting or requested locally.670

The overhead of the mechanisms is presented in Table 1. PDRM is the

second most consuming mechanism, generating almost 40,000 additional DATA

and INTEREST packets while requiring around 39 FIB changes. Compared to Data

Depot, the mechanism with the highest overhead, PDRM reduces the number of

packets generated and FIB changes in 25% and 60% respectively, independently675
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of the storage size of the custodian. Data Spot pushes fewer copies because of

the small-sized objects, reducing the chance of pending requests when starting

a movement. Consequently, it generates little overhead.

Proposal DATA INTEREST FIB Changes External Traffic (% of all traffic)

PDRM 39,466 39,878 39 336.47 MB (41.83%)

Data Depot (70%) 52,450 52,052 104 601.85 MB (78.84%)

Data Depot (100%) 52,450 52,052 104 593.50 MB (77.75%)

Data Spot 400 0 0 581.00 MB (76.11%)

Vanilla NDN 0 0 0 581.05 MB (76.12%)

Table 1: Overhead and data traffic summary of the mechanisms comparison using PDRM,

Data Depot, Data Spot, and Vanilla NDN

Finally, we examine the external traffic that each proposal generates, also

shown in Table 1. The main goal is to keep traffic within the domain to reduce680

cost and improve consumer performance. PDRM has the lowest inter-domain

traffic among all proposals, with 336MB, representing 41.83% of the total traffic

in the network. The explanation for this result is the combination of higher

replication percentage and pushing copies towards the consumers. The other

three proposals generate around 581MB, which is 76.12% of the total traffic.685

Noteworthy, Data Depot results in more inter-domain traffic, between 601.85

and 593.50MB, because the producer always sends data to the custodian when

replicating.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the Proactive Data Replication Mechanism (PDRM)690

to increase content availability through data redundancy maintaining efficient

use of network and end-user resources. PDRM differs from other state-of-the-art

proposals by learning about its vicinity and using this information to influence

the replication decisions. The learning step is the key feature that allows PDRM

to optimize the content replication process for high dissemination performance695

and low resource consumption. We evaluate PDRM the impact of the number
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of content providers as well as the in-network cache size on its operation and

compare its performance to the state-of-the-art proposals for content mobility

support.

The conclusions found in the first scenario are that PDRM improves the700

download performance gradually when adding the first extra content providers

until converging the results when the number of providers saturates. At this

point, which varies according to the network configuration, PDRM may even fail

to achieve its full benefits because of over replication that potentially pollutes

the caches with unpopular content. In the second scenario, we show that PDRM705

works proportionally inverse to in-network caching, providing constant perfor-

mance independent on the available cache. The comparison scenario evidences

the potential of PDRM to support content mobility. Compared to Vanilla NDN,

PDRM reduces the download times up to 61.09%, producer load up to 76.26%,

and inter-domain traffic up to 46.50%. As expected, PDRM performs worse710

than Data Depot acting as a CDN. However, PDRM requires no prior storage

investment, consumes fewer resources, and may perform better under certain

conditions.

Overall, the evaluation indicates promising results for proactive replication

in the context of mobility, despite this approach not being suggested in regular715

networks without mobility [16, 17]. As for future work, there are three extension

directions: refinement, evaluation, and deployment. PDRM can be refined to

infer better content popularity and how to address it to avoid over replication as

well as its economics and how to operate with multiple producers competing for

the provider resources. The second direction considers how to evaluate PDRM720

further: different scenarios, such as real-time or streaming applications, and

mobility models (e.g., shorter movement periods). Lastly, PDRM can also be

implemented as a prototype and evaluated more accurately in a testbed.
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